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Students utilize 'living lab'
at earthquake's center
A group of BSU students reluc
tantly drag themselves back to the
ivory towers, away from their "real
world" every Sunday night.
They're geology students,
immersed in, as one of them put it,
"hands on geology" at the center of
the Oct. 28 earthquake between
Mackay and Challis.
"In geological time, 10,000 years is

They got names of ranchers and
farmers having water problems from
another BSU student, Carolyn Wurts,
who had attended a Mackay town
council meeting.
"We did lots of interviews," Toto
rica said, "and even after having 25-

30 people ask them the same ques
tions, they were really helpful." Since

rapid," said senior Dolores Totorica.

then the pair has helped keep track

"To have something that's changing

of the influx of new springs and the

from day to day, that you can actually

drying up of existing water

see . .. to say 'today or yesterday'

sources. They also have installed

instead of 'in the mid-Cambrian

weirs to divert and dam water.

period'" is an invaluable experience.
"It's a living lab. You can't pass it
up," said senior Mary Shaleen.
Within hours of the earthquake, a
BStJ field geology class was at the
site. They had been planning a field

Wood said "what's been done in
the last couple of weeks by Boise
State students is invaluable .. . It may
be the most important information
gathered.
"Mainly what we're trying to

trip to southeastern Idaho for that

impress upon them is that they ques

Friday morning, so we were all

tion if what they're doing is correct,"

packed and ready to go. "They just

he said. Totorica said, "there's no

pointed the van north instead,"

recipe book, but at least we can play

Totorica said.

with it and look for patterns."

Shaken and Totorica weren't able

BSU geology students and faculty were among the first to arrive at the scene ol the
Mt. Borah earthquake Oct. 28. Since then, they have turned the landscape Into a
"living laboratory" lor field trips and research.

research in the area.

Some of the students haven't even

to get to the site until the weekend

come down from the hills yet. Ted

after it happened. They're both

Lane, the student organizing most of

interested in ground water geology

the other students' work, has even

and are involved with geology pro

taken incompletes in his classes to

fessor Spencer Wood's hydrology

stay up in Mackay, Totorica said.

Emphasis areas detailed in new role statement

killer instinct," Wood said, "you

1l1e educational personalities of
Idaho's universities were drawn in
sharper focus after the State Board of

will receive "primary emphasis" at
each school.
That wording change was impor

education.
All four schools have instructions
to "maintain basic strengths" in lib

Education approved a new role and

tant to the presidents, who feared

eral arys and sciences, and BSU and

mission statement at its meeting in

that the "lead institution" concept

ISU are to "seek to e-nchance" their

Pocatello last month.

would cause the de-emphasis, or at

roles as regional centers for

worst, dismantling of programs at

technology.

That statement, the subject of spir
ited dc:bate on all four campuses the
last two months, was adopted with

non-lead institutions.
The "primary emphasis" approach

BSU President John Keiser said the
nc:w mission and role statement is

little comment after the schools'

allows each institution to focus on

formal State Board recognition of the

prc:sidents and the Board's executive

specific programs, but not at the

institution's strengths.

director Charles McQuillen worked

expense of similar programs around

out a compromise document.

the state.

the things BSU does best.It enables

The new role and mission state
ment, which was also approved by all

the university to fulfill its designation

Rather than designating "lead insti
tutions" for specific programs as
McQuillen's earlier proposal did, the
role and mission statement approved
by the Board states which programs

four presidents, assigns the following
"primary emphasis" programs:
-Boise State University: perform
ing arts, social sciences, business and
economics, public affairs, and inter

Faculty
project
ISSUe

•

Ever wondered about the secret
life of desert mycorrhizae (fungus)
or about conscientious objectors In
Idaho? Boise State faculty mem
bers have.
From biology to history to busi
ness, faculty members are avidly
pursuing their interests through var
ious projects.
This month, Focus highlights a
number of those projects, begin
ning with the stories on page eight. h's
by no means a complete descrip
tion of faculty projects. We hope to
relate more of them In the future.

disciplinary studies.
-University of Idaho: agriculture,
forestry, mining and metallurgy,
engineering, architecture, law, and
foreign languages.
-Idaho State University: health
related professions and the related
biological and physical sciences.
-Lewis and Clark State College:
select programs offered in an alterna

"The statement highlights some of

as an urban institution," he said.
One controversial portion of the
old "lead institution" proposal was
the omission of any role for Boise
State in health sciences. That omis
sion received a strong response from
several local physicians, dentists, and
hospital administrators.
Keiser called the inclusion of
health sciences in the new statement
a "victory in« rdative sense."
"Given the nature of the city and
its future, a regional center for health
here will achieve excellence," he
added.
Funds for the primary emphasis

"If you don't go after it with a
won't get scientific research done."
He admires the students' fortitude.
"They're working under tough condi
tions. It's snowing up there now and
freezing. They have to be motivated."
Students aren't just gathering the
information so the professors can get
the credit. "I would like to see Ted
and other students write it up,"
·wood said. "If they did the work,
they'll be the authors." The depart
ment has had a request from the
Earthquake Engineering Research
Institute in Berkeley, Calif. for an arti
cle, and Wood said he plans to sub
mit work to the U.S. Geological Sur
vey Report and other scientific
journals.
The experience will help the stu
dents even after they graduate, Toto
rica said. "For getting into graduate
school, it will be a big plus that we
took the initiative to do some work."
Wood said he's been impressed
with the quality of work done by his
students. They say they're getting a
new learning experience by seeing a
different side of their professors.
"You get to know the teacher as
something other than the professor
who stands in front of class and lec
tures," Totorica said. In a classroom

tive college learning env�ronment.
These programs, the Board said in

programs will not be shifted between

situation, they usually haYe prepared

its statement, "shall constitute the
highest priorities for funding support

institutions. Rather, institutions will

notes and are more in control. "You

have to reallocate internally to meet

see them in the field and think, 'gosh,

demands, according to a Board staff

tht.y'n people, too.· You see them

and maintenance of academic

document.

scratching their heads, trying to think

excellence."

Keiser said the key to funding

about what works and doesn't work."

Programs not listed for "primary
emphasis" were given "continuing

BSU's emphasis programs is the
Board's formula which divides the

emphasis," which will allow them to
receive the same degree of support

rience is at the expense of the death

state appropriation among the four

of two small children, S 12 million or

schools.

more in damage and many people's

The students realize that this expe

they always have.
Those programs at BSU are the

able, BSU will have sufficient funds to

health professions and related biolog

give the proper emphasis to the

macabre-but we would be stupid to

ical and physical sciences, and

designated programs," he said.

let it go."

"If the funding formula is equit

shattered nerves.
Totorica said, "it's almost
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CAMPUS NEWS========�
Symposium set
on merit pay

COntents

A one-day symposium on merit pay
for educators, featuring two keynote
speakers and a panel of local busi
nessmen will be held from 8:30 a.m.

2-3/Campus news

to 4 p.m. on Friday, Dec. 2 in the

4-5/Alumni news
6/Upward Bound
8/Lincoln-Rychert
9/Howard-Papenfuss
10/Raymond-Ourada
11/Shin-Ames
12/Center for Thinking
13/Campus grounds
14/Vinz-Heap
15/Budget news

Student Union Building Ballroom on
the BSU campus.
The symposium is free; however,
so that materials can be prepared,
pre-registration by Nov. 21 is
required.
Dr. Robert Saunders, dean of the
College of Education at Memphis
State University, will discuss how and
why a merit pay system for educators
can work. Dr. Samuel Bacharach,
chairman of the Department of
Organizational Behavior at the New
York State School of Industrial and
Labor Relations at Cornell University,
will address the problems in using
merit pay for educators.
A panel on "cultivating excellence"
will include Gary Brown, director of
Industrial Relations, JR. Simplot Co.;
Chad Checketts, manager of training
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Oak commemorates student
A memorial oak tree dedicated to BSU student Rene (Ree-Nee) Clark who
drowned last summer while trying to save another man was planted during
ceremonies Nov. 2 in front of the BSU Food Technology Building.
The oak, valued at about $225, was donated by Sterling Landscape Co.
Clark, a graduating Vocational Technical School Food Services student,
drowned July 5 at Veterans Memorial State Park after he had dived in to rescue
George Miles Jackson, 17, a stranger to him who also drowned in the tragic
accident.
A scholarship fund in his memory has been set up through the BSU
Development Office and is now being promoted statewide by the Boise
Independent Order of Odd Fellows #3.
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Making the most of his money
Douglas Fisher doesn't make a

tunity to go to college. I'm more or

director of human resource services,
Idaho First National Bank.
Those interested in attending the
seminar can send their name,
address, telephone number and
school affiliation to Ernie Roberson,
Graduate Studies Coordinator's
Office, College of Education, 1910
University Drive, Boise, ID 83725.
Reservations also are being taken for
a luncheon the day of the sympo
the BSU Symposium.
The symposium is being sponsored
by BSU's College of Education and
the Northern Rockies Consortium of
Higher Education. For more informa

campus, but he's seen fit to donate

less self-taught." He was a Merchant

tion, contact Linda Herrig at

$20 a month to the BSU Foundation

Seaman for many years and "learned

385-1135.

to build a scholarship fund.
"I've been here 16 years, and BSU

all I know by long days at sea, reading

has been pretty good to me. I'd like

They're dull reading, but they pay

to do something in return," he said.

off."

BAA starts
varsity club

lots of books, mainly on finance.

But before visions of altruism jump
to mind, consider this:. Donald
Fisher makes as much in dividends
and interest on his investments as he
does from his salary.
Fisher is the proverbial self-made
man. He has stocks, municipal bonds,

H-P donates
kitchen items
A variety of food service equip

rental property, land in three states,

ment has been donated by Hewlett

individual retirement accounts,

Packard to theVocational-Technical

money market accounts.

food service technology program.

"I'm a guy who's used to saving
maybe half of what I make," then put

Included in the donation inventory

ting it to use. He's using the scholar

are a three-compartment stainless
steel sink with disposal, a dishwasher,

ship as a tax deduction. When his

a five-compartment hot food line,

monthly donations and the interest

three stainless steel hoods with fire
extinguishers, a walk-in refrigerator

they accrue reach $5,000, the first
scholarship in Fisher's name will be

md walk-in freezer and an 8-head

awarded.

jrink dispenser for carbonated

Fisher will have a voice in selecting
the recipient. The only criteria is

drinks.
Other items donated by H-P are a

financial need, but he has a type of

combination grill-broiler, a counter

student in mind.

top ice flaker, a twin drink dispenser,

Several years ago, Fisher sponsored

an ice cream cabinet, two drop-in

The Bronco Athletic Association is
currently establishing theVarsity
Bronco Club as an athletic support
group comprised of former varsity
athletes and student managers who
have earned at least one letter at
Boise Junior College, Boise College,
Boise State College, or Boise State
University.
The purpose of the club, as
explained by BAA Board member
Kipp Bedard, is to provide a club
where former letter winners can
learn more about the current status
of the Bronco athletic program.

Dave Torbet
resumes post
Dr. David Torbet has been named
acting director of Boise State Univer

a Korean family's residency in the

refrigerators, three cup lowerators, a

sity's Counseling and Testing Center.

United States. When they arrived,

double mike dispenser, 28 floodlights

He began his duties Nov. 8.

they had no money and spoke no
English. Since then, the daughter and

sink, a flat top range, and a pass

son have gone to college and the

through warmer.

International making a good living as
a chemical engineer.
"If you could only meet kids who

2

Fisher said, "I never had the oppor

bundle as a heating plant operator on

daughter is working for Rockwell

.
·

Ida; and AI Sturr, vice-president and

sium. Checks can be made payable to

FOCUS (USPS 478970) is published
monthly except inJune,JuJy, and

and organizational development, Ore

with mountain brackets, a small hand

According to Dr. DonaldV. Healas,
dean of the School ofVocational

Torbet is a BSU professor-emeritus
of psychology and was director of the
Counseling and Testing Center from
1966 until he retired in December,
1983. He will act as director until the

Technical Education, the equipment

end of spring semester. A search for a

will be used to update the program's

permanant director is planned,

would take advantage of opportunites

kitchen, and to equip a new area in

according to Dr. Richard Hart, dean

like that."

the building.

of BSU's College of Education.

.
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Oil exec says

Bulletin Board

Industry thrives
The past decade has been catac

lysmic for the oil industry, but petro

leum companies will do well in the

future, William C. Douce, chief exec
utive of Phillips Petroleum Co. said
during his BSL College of Business

Alumni Day address Nov.

3.

Douce, the chairman of Phillips

and also a member of the hoard of

trustees of Morrison-Knudsen Co

discussed the decade-long fluctuation
of oil prices since

1973 during which

the careless usc of encq.,')' has been

replaced by strict conservation dur

ing a worldwide recession.

"We've seen ambitious energy

development plans flourish and then
wither away in the hard light of

today's economy. Looking back, it's
been a rough road, not just for the oil
industry, hut for all those who usc
encr�'Y well," he said.

COMEDY FILM FESTIVAL

ulation of the OPEC (Organization of

Petroleum Exporting Countries)

nations who control a major share of

Comedy will be the theme of the three-night film

Caldwell resident Jay P1ckett as Algernon

showings begin at 7 p.m. in room 1 12of the Edu

magaz1ne.

Moncrieff; Twin Falls resident Mark Akkerman as

cation Building. Tickets for the Dec. 9 and 11 films

"Even though OPEC's influence has

demand for oil, it still has the poten
ti<M·to throw the world oil market
iruo chaos," Douce said.

.�

He doesn't think this will happen,

hut said events taking place tn

Lebanon coupled with hostilities

between Iraq and Iran in the Persian

Gulf make it clear that supply disrup

tions can't he ruled out of the
question.

citozens and BSU personnel. The six short films on

collection, Women Poets of the World, edited by

High School graduate and a BSU theatre arts

Dec. 1 0 are free

Joanna Banker and Deordre Lashgari

major.

The 1978French comedy Get Out Your Hand

returned to the petroleum industry
as demand for oil has increased

slightly in recent months and prices

have remained firm.

investment opportunities in the oil

and gas business," he said, predicting

toons by Terrytoon, including a Mighty Mouse

Reader's Digest after original publication in The

the BSU box office, 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. weekdays. For

adventure, will open the Saturday, Dec. 10 presen

Atlanttc Monthly.

more inlormallon call 385-1 1 9 1

tations. The Oscar winning The Fly, a German
animated film. Die Nagel. Junkdum and Claymatoon
wJII also be shown.
the series on Sunday, Dec. 1 1. Alec Guinness stars
1n the lead role of a nonconformist painter.
The Four Star Film Series is sponsored by the
Student Programs Board In add11Jon to the
comedy film festival, a series t1tled 1984-And
Beyond will lead off the new year. Jan. 27- 29 For
more information on the series call 385- 1223.

BSU CAREER DAY
Boise State's College of Business will sponsor a
Wednesday, Nov. 30 in the Business Building
Community bus1ness people will speak, followed
by questoon and answer sessions on careers in
pnvate and public accounting, marketing, data
processing, finance, real estate, ofl1ce adminiStra
tion, economics, management, personnel man
The presentations will last about 50 minutes.

Day organ�zer Letha Elhs.
A reception to allow students to talk informally
with speakers will be held at 11 :3 0 a.m. that day 1n
the lobby of the Business Build1ng.
For more information, contact Ellis at 385- 1238.

ALUMNI ART DHIBIT
Three Bo1se State Un1vers1ty alumni will present
the f1rst all-sculpture exhibit "Some Uke 11 Hot" in
the BSU Museum of Art Nov. 28-Dec. 9 .. The show
is a collection of bronze castings done by Dirk
Andersen. Vicki Gustafsen and Barry Wonenberg.
The museum 1s located on the first floor of the
Liberal Arts Building and is open weekdays
between 9 a.m. and 5p.m.
of a bronze pour and sketches and other tools
used in the casting process. The artists wanted to
give the public a view of how a bronze cast is
made along w1th the f�nal product
·we want to g1ve back to the department what
we've gotten from it" said Gustafsen, a 1981
team," she added.
Th1s is the f1rst major show�ng for all three artists
who began the1r casting series as students in the
art department They have all had several pieces

duced in places where political and

the university and is also doing a graduate

reasonable return on investments.
"In many respects the United

States is one of those places," he said.

No tickets
at night events
Persons worried about receiving

past several years.
Gustafsen is currently doing graduate work at
internshtp with the Bo1se Art Gallery.
Andersen is a 1982graduate of the university
and now owns his own foundary 1n Garden C1ty
where he does art and all phases of non-ferous
castmg.
Wonenberg is the most recent graduate of the
art department. havinq rece1ved his deQree in
1983. He is working at the Bo1se Gallery
Gallery of Art.
In add1tion to the show the publ1c IS invited to
meet the three art1sts at a recept1on Dec. 2 from 7
to 1 0 p.m. in the Museum of Art. The tno will also
be selling "Some Like It Hot" t-sh1rts, w1th the
proceeds going to the BSU art department
foundary.

ing <.·vents such as musical and

theater programs at Boise State Uni
versity have received reassurance

from BSU Parking Control. According
to parking director Bob Seibolt,

when his office is notified about an

ern and contemporary poets ol the American West

BSU SPEECH TEAM PLACES

COLD DRILL

Northern California and Oregon have yielded

Recent compet1t1ons in Walla Walla, Wash., and
awards for Bo1se State University's speech team.

Several 1tems related to or to be included in the
1 984 edition ol the Boise State University student
literary magazine cold-drill were requested lor

points necessary for nat1onal speech fmals
qualification. Dawn Gaines captured a second

meetmg ol the Coordmating Council ol Uterary

place in poetry while Richard Wright and lngred

Magazines.

Nordberg earned a fourth place In Duo

Faculty adv1sor Tom Trusky submitted The
Adventures of Joe Hero, Alias V-Man, a 3-D com1c
book by Marie Guise and Sally Spiker, and a

of micro-computer seminars and workshops to the

second 1n oratory. Together they placed second in
duo interpretation. tying them for overall second

panel on "Alternative and Experimental Media in

place in the competition.

Literary magazines."

In Oregon, Mann• Ia and Karl Vogt took second

For the panel on "Direct Mail Marketing," Trusky

Association compelltion, while Ann Sawin and

parodying football as the number one team In

Bryan Hossner won second 1n novice debate.

Idaho.

Mannila also won a second in forensic cntic1sm
and th1rd in persuasion. Wright captured a fourth
in prose interpretation.
A.dv1ser Suzanne McCorkle sa1d that the team

MUSIC ROUNDUP

currently is ranked 50th out of 160 teams in the
Bo1se State University will be alive with mus1c as
the holiday season. N1ne concerts and recitals are
scheduled in late November and early December
Senior music student Larry Curtright will teed off
the schedule with a recital Nov.28 at 8o1 5 p.m in
the Music Auditorium.

torium Dec. 6at 8. 15p.m. Tickets for both
performances are $4 adults, $2students and
senior citizens and BSU students and personnel
w111 be adm1tted free.
From 2 to 4 p.m. on Dec. 3 the department will
be hosting the fifth annual "Messiah Sing Along"
in the Music Aud1torium. Everyone ts welcomE� to
s�ng or listen to the participants. There is no lee.
but potentJal soloists should bring the1r own copy
of the music.
Another free student recital will be held Dec. 6 in
the Mus1c-Drama Building, room 111 at 6 p.m. The
featured vocal students are Sarah Munroe, Erin
Corday. Steve Besel and Mark Stachofsky.

Dec. 9-1 0 in the Spec1al Events Center at 8:15p.m.
general admission.

tickets, they may turn them in to

departments such as music or theatre
arts who are sponsoring the pro

grams, and his office will take care of

them, Seibolt said.

The concert is directed by Barbara Boylan w1th
assistance from students Shelly Werner and Judy
Wallesen. Performing in the concert will be Gary
Anderson, Erin Andrews, Rick Baker, Vicky Burks.
Annette Frei, Doug Hoppe, Joie Howard, Alisa
Looney, John E. Pnester Jr., Andrea Scott, Harry
Stansberry, Deborah Taylor, Alison Unden.
Tickets for the performance are $2 each and will
go on sale at the BSU box off1ce Dec. 5. The box
office is open weekdays between 3- 6 p.m. For
more informat1on or reservations call 385- 1462

BSU FlYING TEAM

Auditorium will be the Suzuki Stnng Program

aviation competition hosted by Montana State

Christmas Concert. It is the culminating

University.

performance by children, ages 3 years and older,
who have been taking violin lessons this semester

overall performance, the second year in

from Karen Krout. a BSU instructor
A choral concert

is scheduled for Dec.

J1m M1zer of Halley, a member of a noted fly�ng
family in the state, took top pilot honors for h1s

11 at 8:15

success1on for h1s accomplishment among pilots

p.m. in the Music Auditorium, T1ckets for the

from colleges and un1vers111eS in the Rocky

performance directed by BSU mus1c department

Mountain region.

cha1rman Wilber Elliott will be $4 adults, $2
students and senior citizens and BSU students and
personnel will be adm1tted free
The 1 983 concert season will close out with two
performances by the university chorale and the
me1sters�ngers at St. Michael's Cathedral on Dec.
12 at 4 and 8:1 5p.m. Both performances ol the

For more information on any of the
contact the BSU music department at 385-1771 or
the BSU theatre arts department at 385- 3 9 57.

Larry Davis of Bo1se, president of the BSU
Aviation Fraternity, Alpha Eta Rho, was the top
pilot runner up. BSU pilots took eight places in the
six categories of fly1ng and ground compet1l10n.
BSU and Metropolitan State College, Denver, the
first place winner, will represent Reg1on I on April
1 9- 21, 1984in the national compellt1on to be
hosted by the U.S Air Force Academy, w1th 26
colleges and universities from 1 0 reg1ons
compet�ng.
Management professor Wayne White is the
tear.- 's faculty adviser. He is chairman of the
Nat1onal Intercollegiate Flying Association's board
ol governors.

According to Scott Argyle, director of BSU
Professional Development Programs, the series is
designed to introduce contemporary micro
available.
BSU faculty members and other professional

practical applications.
Beginning instruction will cover the use of the
disk operating system, data base management and

THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING EARNEST
Oscar Wilde's masterpiece comedy The
Importance of Being Earnest has been selected as
the student showcase production by the BSU

at 81 5 each night.
The famous farce focuses on the mythical
character invented by a young man who wishes to

electronic spreadsheets. Later seminars will cover

put off on someone else his own shortcomings.

more advanced use of the m1cro-computer.

The play which was wntten in only three weeks

Custom tailored micro-computer training for
spec1flc organizations will also be available at
reduced group rilles, Argyle said.
Persons and organizations who wish to sign up
for the microcom11uter training should contact
Argyle at 385-1 201 or wnte to Profession a
Bo1se, ID 83725

turns to a bar and its patrons

Boise State University's eight-member !lying

public th1s winter

Development Pr

ladies and ladies of the n�ght. The scene then

team took second place in a recent collegiate

Also on Dec. 1 0, at 4 p.m. in the Music

theatre arts department The student directed and

events accidently receive parking

The show opens on a c1ty street with a group of
street people featur1ng such characters as bag

Tickets may be purchased at the door and are $2

acted play will run Dec.. 7-1 0 in the SubAI Theatre

ing. If persons attending university

in the

Spec1al Events Center Dec. 9- 10 at 8:15p.m.

The theatre arts department will present two

using lectures and computer instruction with

7 p.m. each even

Ni(lhl City will be the first dance concert of the
year produced by the BOise Stite University

performances of a dance concert. "Night City,"

microcomputer instructors will teach the classes

university ceases at

"NIGHT CITY" DANCE CONCERT SET

theatre arts department. The concert will be

A keyboard percussion and percuss1on
ensemble is slated for the Music Auditorium Dec. 2
at 8:15p.m., and the band will perform in the audi

the building where the program will
eting for parking violations at the

nauon.

the music and theatre arts departments gear up for

computer hardware and the latest software

take place. Seibolt also said that tick

in the senior Cross Exam1n&t1on Debate

submitted the brochures and posters for cold-dnll

event scheduled at BSU, tickets are

not issued in parking areas close to

In the Northern California competot1on, Wright
placed second in poetry and Mannila placed

movie 1984. The items were discussed by the

performances or a schedule of the 1984 season
The BSU College of Business w1ll offer a series

Interpretation.

facsimile reproduction of the film poster for the

inv1ted to attend.

MICROCOMPUTER TRAINING

In Walla Walla.. Doana Mannila placed third in
overall competollon. winning the first of three

display and d1scussion at the mid-November

Christmas extravaganza are free and the public is

parking tickets while attending even

at

BSU's Ahsahta Press publishes works ol mod

The 1 9 58film The Horse's Mouth will close out

included in the student showings throughout the

economic circumstances allow a

30

product1ons and tickets will go on sale Nov.

that the industry will do well in the

future, provided oil is found and pro

Adm1ssion is $2 lor student showcase

Skies," was reprinted in the November issue ol the

graduate. "We've all had to work together as a

"There arc still plenty of attractive

Gretel Ehrlich's "Under Wyommg's Spac1ous

Directing the play is Paul Rodgers, a 1 9 7 9 Declo

kerchoefs leads off the series Friday, Dec. 9. Car

Also included in the exhibit will be a video tape

Douce feels that stability has

Merriman; and Marla Lewis as M1ss Prism.

Taste of the Knife were included in the new

the price of oil 1,000 percent

h<.·cn diminished by slumping

Poems by Marnle Walsh !rom her volume A

are $2. 50 general admission, $1 students, sen1or

and a schedule of speakers and limes will be
announced at a later date, according to Career

1973 and 1980, he said.

resident Kathleen Waugh as Cecily Cardew;

repr.nted in a new anthology and a national

agement and entrepreneur.al activities.

between

Works by two Ahsahta Press poets have been

festival at Boise State University Dec. 9-1 1 All

the world's production and reserves.

Together, these nations pushed up

Hartwell as Lane, Usa Kiser as Lady Bracknell,
and Terri Morgan as Guendolen Fairfax; Eagle

career day for students from 8:40 to 1 1 :3 0 a.m

Douce cited the disruptive manip

AHSAHTA PRESS POETS

og rams, Boise State University,
·

.

,
.

opened in Britain in 189 5and has been
cont�nuously revived both there and in the Umted
States.
Cast In the lead role of John Worthing is Chris
Owens, a 1977Cap1tal High School graduate and
BSU theatre arts ma,or.
Jo1n1ng Owens as cast members are Boose
residents Robert Bradshaw as Chasuble, Mike

3

Bold moves
Hall publishes Idaho Sportsman
-

I

By Jo Dunlap
BSU News Services

In his first business communication class less than
three years ago, Steve Hall wrote a letter of inquiry
and a resume for a class assignment. In the post
dated letter Hall boldly stated he had just graduated
with a bachelor's degree in economics with a 4.0
grade point average less than two years after
beginning his course work.
Two years later, the goal had become a reality and
the 1 0-year veteran of the auto mechanic world was
also named Economics Student of the Year in 1982.
During his second year at Boise State, he set yet
another goal for himself: to publish a book.
He had been researching the self publishing
industry with the idea of doing a book with tips for
college students, but soon discovered that Idaho
literature was seriously lacking a book of fish and
game opportunities in the Gem State. Hall is quick to
point out that other states like Montana and
Wyoming have books written about their outdoor
sports and many books include Idaho, but there
were none specifically written about the state.
The Idaho Sportsman was the outcome of Hall's
idea, and he plans to make the book an annual
event-timed to arri\·e in the bookstores and
sporting good-; stores in early August before the
hunting season opens.
"One experienced person in the publishing

Edited

business told me to back off in the quality or come

by Steve HaD

out next year. But of course, I don't think that way,"
Hall said, noting the book was on time and he is
pleased with the quality of the finished product.
"I learned a lot," said Hall of his venture in the

Hunting, fishing, camping and hunkering• in Idaho

field of editing and publishing a book. He had never
worked in that area and said when he started the
project he thought all he had to do was present the
copy to a printing company and they would send it
through a process and he would receive the finished
book. Hall soon learned differently. He hired a
graphic artist to help him with the layout of the
hook and he began looking for the best bargains for
the different aspects of producing a book hy putting
out hids.
Interestingly enough, the lowest hid came from a
Japanese company who could do the entire hook

appreciate the outdoor resources so nearby.

Hall's time since the August publication date. More

Hall, a native of the Boise area and a graduate of

Bishop KellyHigll.Sclwol. i.lo� avidsportsman,

than 120 bookstores and sporting goods stores
throu outthe tate carry The Idaho Sportsman

he was attending BSL in 1981, a knee injury early in

each and to the local newspapers, television and

h:l\ing hun(eoand lisl
l edmuch of Idaho. Even when
the duck hunting season did not deter him. "I'd go

radio stations promoting his hook. He is just

out whenever I didn't have a class," said Hall who

beginning a swing throughout the state to check the

managed to bag SO birds during the remainder of
the season.

and ship the final version hack to the United States

he will relegate his book publishing to a hobby

because Hall wanted to be close to his project and

status. There are at least a half-dozen other hooks he

because he couldn't afford a trans-Pacific trip for
several months, he chose a Boise company. He also
wanted The Idaho Sportsman to be the product of
Idaho since all the authors were either native
Idahoans or had lived in the state long enough to

stock before the holiday season when more than 70
percent of the book trade is done.

Although Hall is currently unemployed, he thinks

for considerably less than any local printer. But

and Hall has been busy making personal visits to

would like to publish if he had the capital, but
"publishing is a risk-y business-the hanks won't talk

"It look.-; like we'll sell out the first printing. which
would make it a million seller if it were on a national
scale," he said.
A.'i far as the future for Hall is concernt'd, ht' said

to you and unless you've got the money to lose it's

he was unsure what he would be doing other than

not a good business," he said.

hunting, fishing and working on tht' second edition
of The Idaho Sportsman

Marketing his hook has also taken up much of

ALUMNI�����=
JOBS AND PROMOTIONS
Carolyn Sue

Serratos is

Betty

L Youn g (ADN,

Nursing. '83) is presently

currently working as a

secretary to the d1stnct manager of H

&R

Suun Byerly Harshman (LPN, '83) recently

as a staff nurse.

began work at Elk's Rehabilitation Hospital.

Block 1n

Nampa.

Kenneth R. Jacobaen (AAS, Drafting Technol
ogy, '83) IS currently workmg for the Gellert Co. of

Kenneth W. Shlelda IS working at Dan's Auto

Bo1se as a draftmg techmcian.

Alignment.
accepted a JOb w1th Colgate-Palmolive as a sales

for the Idaho Transportation Department

representative in personal care production
diVISiOn.

Anne T. Plccottl (BS. Earth Sc1ence-Educat1on,
'83) has begun her first teaching position at St.

Jill Fllllpplnl (BA. Elementary Educat1on. '83) 1s
teachmg 3rd grade m Batt1e Mountam. Nev

Pauline Evana Fl ah er (BBA, Busmess Education,
'83) is working for the Elko C1ty Hall m Elko, Nev.

for Wendy's Restaurant.

David

0. Slmmona

Mercy Medical Hospital.

Joel R. Kinder (BS, Social Work, '83) is currently

Mlc:hnl E. Knter (BBA, Markeltng, '83) started

(BS. Social Sc1ence, '83) has

Center in the alcohol treatment program.

Associated Business Products, sailing Canon PC

10 and 20 copiers.

&

staff accountant for the International accounting
firm, Ernst

& Whinney

In Boise.

Reed

Sattler Schmidt (BBA, Accounting,
'83) Is currently working for the Coopers &
Sftelly Marie

Lybrand Public Accounting Firm in Spokane,
Washington.

Diane KlNbeth (BS, Crimmal Justice, '83)
attended army basic training in South Carolina this

Tracy Kennel (Practical Nursing, '82) is now

Nell H. Peterson (BBA, Marketing, '83) has

Randy P. Buc:hno-kl Is servmg as a medical

Corp. in the d1stnct supervisor training program.

platoon leader In the Army's Medical Service

Mike Stenberg (ADN, Nursing, '83) is working as
a registered nurse at the University Hospital at the

Springs, Colo.

University of Washington in Seattle. He is planning

Oennla J. Chrlatlanaon (BS, Environmental
Health, '83) has accepted a job with the National

Michelle J. Tllmen (BBA. Accounting, '83) Is a

Corporahon in Kansas City, Missoun.

moved to Denver and Is working for Volume Shoe

employed at the Veteran's Administration Medical

work this summer as a sales representative with

a

rece1ved orders to go to Fort Knox, KY, as a

Corps. He Is stationed at Fl Carson in Colorado

as an accountant with

Hewlett Packard Corp. of Boise.

L Gabriel (BBA, Accountmg. '83) is

bank exammer for the Federal Depos1t Insurance

VIcki McKinney (licensed Practical Nurse, '83)
is now working as a general practical nurse at

BNI is a financial planner for Waddell

Terrence

grades.

Second Lt in the Adjudent General Corps.

Damrong Tralratnobh.. (BBA. Marketing, '83) is
employed by Wenco Inc. as a management trainee

Tore A.

County Dept. of Health Serv1ces

Mark's School th1s fall teaching 7th and 8th

Gary Eugene Hagood (BBA. Marketmg, '83) has
David C. Reynold• IS presently an accountant

Lori D. Ditch Is working

transportation dept of J.R. Simplot Co. in Caldwell.

employed at the Idaho's Veterans Nursing Home

to go back to school at the University of Washing
ton for a BS in microbiology.

Center for Disease Control in Indianapolis, Indiana.

David G. Butler (BBA, Accounting/Information

Yvonne Tankersley

(BS,

Radiologic Technology,

'83) 1s currently a student in a year-long Nuclear

Science, '83) is working for the FDIC in Houston's

Medicine Technology program at Penrose Cancer

Northeast office.

Hospital m Colorado Spnngs.

working at Holly Care Center in Nampa

David M. Penny (BBA, '83) is currently attending
Randal G.... rtlndale is serv1ng as the director

Gonzaga School of Law in Spokane, Wash.

house Public Accounting Firm in Portland, Ore.

of the Baptist Student Union at Bo1se State.

Eldon Yakel (AAS, Machine Shop,
nna M. Wnt is working at Federal Aviation
Administration as clerk/typist.

Judy Turner (BBA, Accounting, '83) has
accepted an accounting position at Price Water

'83) is living in

Sen Jose, Calilorma and employed as a machine
shop Inspector.

Sandra M. Fichter is a Second Ueutenant in the

U S. Army. She is stationed m Germany.

summer. She is now attending army officer candi·
date school.

Melanie Somerville (Nursing, '83) is presently

Mlc:heal P. SuiHvan (AD, Nursing, '83) is pres

Timothy W. Nixon is attending the New England

John D. Moaby is living in Cupertino, Calif.,

ently working as a registered nurse at St luke's

Conservatory of Music in Boston for the 1983-84

working as a design automallon engineer at Tril·

Hospital.

school year.

ogy Systems Corporation.

position with Community Home Health as a com·

Glen A. Wladom (Electric lineman) is working
as a lineman's helper In Austin, Texas for the

High School In Nevada She is teaching English,

munity health nurse.

electric department

Spanish, and French.

workmg at St. Alphonsus Regional Medical Center
in Neurology

Kurt M. Scudder (BS, Chemistry, '83) Is now

Fran Eno (BSN. Nursing, '83) has accepted a

employed by the State of Idaho Crime Laboratory
as a cnm1nalist, exammmg physical evidence in
cnm1nal cases.
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Femado Veloz (BA, Accounting, '83) has been
appointed to the position of staff accountant in the

William

L

Nelaon Is presently working for the

Center for Disease Control in the Los Angeles

Anita

L Marlluch is teaching

AI Gaudloao (AAS, Business,

at Battle Mountain

'65) currently

IS

the chief vocational evaluator at Helen Hayes

Alumni -schedule tour, socials, reunion
Loo king for a way to break the mid-winter
doldrums? The BSL Alumni Association can help
through two package tours to Mazatlan, Mexico

(208) 385·1959.

attending the Far West Classic basketball tourna

Basketball socials

ment, as well as Portland area alumni. The Broncos

March 24-31

open against Oregon State at 7 p.m. on Dec. 27.

This winter several basketball related social activi

The trips arc open to all BSU alumni and friends of

ties are scheduled for BSt.: alumni and friends.

the university. but space is limited and prospective

The University of Portland-BSU basketball game on

40s reunion
A reunion of the classes of 19-i0-1949 of Boise

Thursday, Dec. 1 has been designated as "alumni

travelers should book early.
The tour costs S730 or S560, depending on

night." All BSU alumni wll be prO\ided one free

Junior College is planned during Homecoming of

accommodations and special features. Roundtrip air

ticket by showing their alumni card at the Pavilion

1984. Anyone attending during these years, and not

fare from Boise and double occupancy room
charges arc included.

box office.

For reservations and more information about the

currently receiving mail from the Alumni Office, is

The BSU Alumni Association and Bronco Athletic

asked to contact the Alumni Office, (208) 385-1698.

Assoiation have scheduled a social on Wednesday,

Alumni who know of anyone who has since lost

Mexican trip, call Sherry Burke at Holiday Travel,

Dec. 28 between S-7 p.m. at Nendel's Inn ( 990 SW

contact with the l 'niversity, please contact the

phone (208) 376-S Ill or the BSU Alumni Office at

Canyon Rd.) in Portland. The social is for boosters

office with that person's current address

,

f

,..-----

Join us for the BSU & Friends Spring Tour
See story this page for details

Hospital, in West Hanerstraw, New York.
Randy Gerdes Is training administrator for the
Salt R1ver Prorect in Phoenix. He 1s responsible for
the management training and development func
tions for managers and supervisors.
Janell Pearson (BA, Commercial Art, '78) of
Boise is currently a forms artist for FACS

Gary Gorrell (BA, Education) has been named
head track and junior varsity football coach at
Meridian High school.
Randy Jonn (Av1ation Mgt, '80) has been pro
moted to national sales manager for Puritan
Bennett Aerospace Systems, El Segundo, Calif.,
and has made several trips to Europe in recent
months

Corporation.
Thomas Patrk:k Moriarty (MBA, '75) has been
promoted to lumber dept. manager of the materials
branch at Boise Cascade in Idaho Falls.
Valerie Strickland (Marketmg, '81) IS presently a
market research analyst for Atari, Inc. in Palo Alto,
Calif.
Sandra Haarsager (MA, Public Administration) is
the new public schools and health services repor
ter for Pullman and Moscow. She also became the
ed1tor of Palouse Woman.
Bev Nichol (AS, Nursing, '81) is currently work
ing at the Capital Care Center
Mary Sims Gerdes has been promoted to train
ing administrator of emergency planning for the
Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station near
Phoenix
Robert Dunmire of Idaho Falls has recently
accepted a position at Skyline High School w1th

MISCELLANEOUS:
Samuel E. Miller is working on a special pro
gram for Air Force officers at the University of New
Mexico
Judy Ware (MED, Readmg, Elem .. Ed .. '79) was
recently asked to present a paper at the European
Reading Conference in Vienna, Austria. She is the
reading specialist at Highlands Elementary School
in Boise.
Karen A. Malar (BS. '81) has begun her first year
of medical school in the Umvers.ty of Washington
WAMI program.
Chris H. Hansen (BA, Business Administration.
'79) of Salmon has been sworn in as a lawyer and
member of the Idaho State Bar.
Bryan Potter, a reg1stered nurse at Minidoka
Memorial Hospital in Rupert, was recently chosen
"Student of the Year" by the mayor's committee.

the instrumental program.

was the first on the graduation list He graduated
with a BA in social sciences/liberal arts and has
since taken courses in conversational Spenish
and education.
John is a retired engineer with Western Electric
Currently, he's writing a book, a "combination of
my ancestry and travel," called "Son of Immigrant
Parents."
JeiT)' OstermHier (BA, Anthropology, '79) pre
sented a paper, "Something Burns Here: The
Astronomical Onentation of a Mexican Village" at
the first international Ethnoastronomy Conference
at the Smithsonian lnst1tute in Washington, D.C. '"
September. He currently is a graduate student in
sociology/anthropology at the University of Idaho.

25
Sharon Royston and John Boyd, Oct 29
Melody Huff and Bert Orris (Homedale), Aug. 13
Pamela R. Reval and Timothy A. Day (Boise) Aug.

Sheila Rawlins and Steve Hullng, Nov. 25
Tim Sanders and Brenda Lewis
Robyn Snow and Norman Wright (Flier). August 5
Ronald S. Ingalls and Debra S. Marlin (Bo1se),

OBITUARIES
Richard M. "Dick" Alloway, 62, died Oct 12 in a
Boise hospital of natural causes. Dick was born
and raised in Boise where he graduated from
Boise Junior College. Dunng World War II, he
served in the U.S Marine Corps. Before his death
he was the owner I manager of Alloway Electric.

WEDDINGS
Ula Renae Maag and Stanley Dean Vogele, June

Mike Gantz (BA, Health Science, '78) has been
named the first-ever Cascade School District
"Teacher-of-the-Year" by the Cascade Parent

19
Elizabeth Chnstensen and Nicholas J. Androle
wlcz (Bosie), Aug. 13

Guantanomo Bay. Cuba.

Teacher Student Assoc1ation.

Karen Ge1ger and Donald Drum (Juneau), Sept 17
John A. Nebeker and Kelly J. Kuehl (Kuna). Sept
10
Michael S. McAfee and Karen GriHitha (Boise),

Michael M. McGrHr (MPA, '78) has been

Calif.

John Abel was the first baccalaureate graduate
in 1967, the year Boise State became a four-year
institution, garnering the honor because his name

Rolone "Lonnie" Edward Makovsky and Donna
Lynne Knox (Boise), Aug. 20
Donald William Wayne and Kimberly Ann Peterson
(Boise), Aug. 19
Terr, Nelson and Marty Pickett (Boise), Aug. 6
Mark Ernest McNH and Tom Gayle Shaud
(Boise), Aug.. 6
Kimberly Diane Trundell and Jeffrey Stuart M1ller,
Oct 15
CoiiHn M. Ourada and Patrick Lockwood, July 2
Ana Terua Anacabe and M1chael James Franzoia
(Nevada), June 25
Jon M. Riche and Georgia E. Shuey (Boise), Sept.
24
Catherine Ennis and James Fackrell. Nov. 26
Janice McCord and Tim Shawver (Meridian),
Sept10
Laurie Jean M..terson and Manuel A Avarado.
Jr., Nov. 19

Ann Hegstrom 1s teaching a preschool handi
capped class for children at the Naval Base in

appointed Senior Operations Research Analyst for
Log1st1cs Concepts and Studies at Fort Eustis.

(Boise), Aug. 20
Albert J. Totorlca and Marldee Newland (Foster
City, Calif.), Aug. 27
Wanda Schrader and Todd Sanders
Michael Rust and Shannon Asplund (Boise). Aug.
20
Daniel A. Torftn and Ann M. Clark (Boise), Aug. 27
Jason Trevls Wright and Rene Louise Webb
(Melba), Aug. 20
Karen Draper and Todd Kh1t (Mend1an), Sept 10
Laura Ann McDougal and Damrong "Dom"Tral
retnobhaa, Oct 15
Jeflery L Inglis and Jonnie S Richard (Bo1se).
Aug. 20

Sept3
Alan Ray Harshman and Suaan Jeanette Byerly

August 20
Steven G Mauer and Janice E. Powell (Pleasant
Hill. Calif.), August 27
Julie Gallinger and Ronald Rawls (BOISe), August 6
Robert Scot Erickson and Elizabeth Anne Bergin
(Norman. Okla.). August 6
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Following hot on the heels of the successful .�-0
comic hook, cold-drill has come out with yet
anotht:r spin-off from the popular student literary
magazine at Boise State University. cold-drill EYtra is
a 28-page "magapaper" that focuses on issues of
importance to Idaho in I98'-f. The tabloid will he
a\·ailahle Dec. I and will also he included in the

198.3·8'-f edition of the award-winning magazine.
Eleven artkles, ranging from the personal
opinions of a white supremacist to the scholarly
writings of a BSl. professor appear in the inaugural
edition.
Editor Brad Martin is pleased with the balanced
approach the "magapaper" has found in not onl) the
author's views, hut in their approach<::-. to the
suhjt:ct:-..
''I think tht.· entire magazine is controver:-.ial
contro\·er:-.ial in a po:-.ithe way," :-.aid Martin, who
along with Sally Spikt.-r. director of BSl' Printing and
Graphics, dt.·:-.igned cold-drill E.Ytra.

I

i

"\X

t.'

art.· ht.•rt.· to discuss openly and fairly issut.·s

about Idaho," said Tom Trusl..·y. the faculty advisor to
cold-dlill and the innovator of both the earlier comic
hook and tabloid. Trusky. who is also an author in
tht.· tlr:-.t t:dition, note:-. that no other medium exists
for :dahoans to express their ideas to the rest of the
�tate·., population
"Allow pt:oplt.• a t(>rum to win m·er tht: audience
or hang them.,dves," said Trusky of the philosophy
ht.'l1ind cold-ddll Extra.
"If we cn:ate controversy we've heen succes:-.li.tl. If
''e don't, tht·n \\e\t· just tailed mi!'>erahly," said
Tru�ky.
"Rape in Idaho" b the coYer story. Janice Pavlic
m.t.·s hoth a .,dtolarly and phili!'>ophical approach on
how rape is dealt with in Idaho.
"Honorable Senator" hy Pastor Richard G. Butler
is the Coeur d'Alene white supremacist's address to
the Idaho State Legislature opposing the harassment

BSU alumni Barry Wonenberg, VIcki Gustafsen and Dirk Andersen will present the first all-sculpture show in the
BSU Museum of Art Nov. 28-Dec. 9. The trio's first major exhibit will Include bronze works from their collections, a
video tape of a bronze pour and items used in foundary work.

hill which was passed during the 198.3 s<:ssion.
Butkr was oppos<:d to making harassm<:nt a higher
degrt.'t: of off<:ns<:.
Trus'-:y's article "Book Censorship in Idaho Puhlic

Boise State is offering a group of 60 Canyon

daily, tak<: classes and tak<: part in discussion

Lihrari<:s" and thr<:<: shorter suh-artkks w<:re th<:

County high school stud<:nts a s<:t·ond chance at

culminating dforts of his res<:arch grant on

groups-a "simulated colleg<: experience." And the

<:ducational success through a program called

summ<:r aft<:r. those who ar<: seniors will be involv<:d

l 'pward Bound.

in a "bridge" program. <:nrolling

c<:nsor. .,hipdunng th<: I9 ...0's in Idaho libraries. Th<:
BStJ English professor gives the rea<.krs an overview

The university's teacher education d<:partment

111

regular colkg<:

courses and p<:rhaps ev<:n living on campus "to

of th<.· situation. then studies a typkal Idaho library

was awarded a S I -iO,OOO U.S. D<:partm<:nt of

in "Th<: Lost River Community Library." looks at the

Education grant this fall to dewlop and administer

tr<:atm<:nt of on<: case in "Jack the Bear" and finally

Fuhriman said, "so they don't come oYer here

th<: program that guid<:s disadvantaged high school

u>mpares how on<.· subject was treated at two

bewilder<:<.! and full of anxi<:ty because they don't

students toward a college education through

know what to expect."

lihrarit.·s in "Sexual Education at Pocatello

academic and personal counseling.

and Boise Public Libraries.''
Dr. Lonnie Willis provides the readers with a
scholarly article on the advantages of pornography in
"A Positiw Word Ahout Pornography."
"'l11e Tt.·xthook Con:r-llp" is written hy L<:ah
Coash. a m<:mht.·r of th<: Snow Bowl chapt<:r of th<:

lTpward Bound "tri<:s to r<:ach thos<: stud<:nts who
have the pot<:ntial to go on and do well in college,"

bridge that gap h<:tween high school and colkge,"

The 60 fr<:shm<:n, sophomores and juniors were
selected from a group of ahout 2,000 who met
program requirements. ( S<:niors were not accepted,

according to Dr. Jay Fuhriman, BSU's dir<:ctor of

Fuhriman said, because th<:re was not enough tim<:

bilingual education and Upward Bound

to work with them.) After an in-depth study of their

administrator. It is restricted to low income, first

acad<:mic n<:<:ds, the field was narrowed to 700 or so

gen<:ration college stud<:nts, th<: students \vho

stud<:nts. l'sing school grad<:s, scores on the Idaho

tundamt.·ntalist church near Cascad<:. Coash !<:ad tht.·

typkally do not do well in school and do not go on

proficiency test and a p<:rsonal interview, th<:

cnt�ade to diminat<: th<: t'\'Olutionary th<:oi)· from

to t·olkge.

numh<:r was further narrowed to about 200

h<:ing taught in the schools and to r<:place it instead
with ut.:ationi�m.
Although Trusky and Martin did not allow for

Two teachers. one of whom is bilingual, make
daily visits to Nampa. Wild<:r and \allivue high
schools, hdping stud<:nts improH' th<:ir reading,

students. "From there it was a real dart board game."
When Fuhriman wrote the grant proposal, he
targeted the Canyon County area because he felt

dt.·hatt.· of is�ues in Extra. they did allow for a

math. science. English and study skills. A counsdor

th<:r<: wer<: a gr<:at number of Hispanics who were

halanc<: of opinion with George Jacox's response to

also is in each school on a daily hasis, advising

"slipping through the cracks" educationally. He

tht.: hasi<.' li.tndamt.:ntalist attack on en>lution in

students on ways to improve their self image and to

anticipated that about 80 percent of the participants

h<:st prt1'are for college.

would he Hispanic, hut th<: actual percentage is

"Imitations in Sdence."
Rounding out th<: tabloid is an artid<: hy th<:
l(>rm<:r h<:ad librarian at Idaho State l'niversity, Eli

"Students whose parents have not gone to college
generally do not receive the same kind of

Oholt.·r.Ohol<:r prm ided E\'tra with "A Fr<:<: Flight

<:ncouragement to go" as those whos<: parents have

Fantasia on Censorship" shortly hdore his dt.:ath this

attend<:d college, Fuhriman said. And. it's

past summ<:r. According to Truslq·. th<: librarian was
a staunch opponent to any form of censorship.
cold-drill Extra will h<: available throughout the

'unfortunate but true that many times the lower
income Hispanics and minorities are unintentionally
tracked into non-college prep classes in the high

stat<: and Martin hopes it will he used as a "spring

school. classes that don't prepar<: them to go to

hoard of thought" in Idaho. Trusl..·y i� also hoping

colleg<:."

that English t<:ach<:rs will want to us<: the

At Wild<:r and Vallivu<:, Upward Bound is an

"magapap<:r" as a classroom tool to g<:t studt.·nts

elet·tive course and Nampa is considering making it

thinking ahout curr<:nt issu<:s important to Idaho.

one. Most of the federally sponsor<:d l'pward Bound

Although the 198::·-8-i edition is hardy off th<:

programs take place either after school. at lunch

pr<:ss<:s, Trusk·y has already hegun working on the

hours or on Saturdays. "There are not \'t'I)' many

about -10. "We ha,·e blacks, Vietnamese, Rumanians,
Indians, Laotians and Anglos."
So far, the program has heen quite wdl received,
Fuhriman said. Stud<:nts and parents inquire almost
daily about getting into Upward Bound. "We've tried
to make our program look like a privilege-you're
somebody special if you've heen accepted by
Upward Bound."
Certainly the program could be serving more
students, as the selection process demonstrated.
However, the initial funds only would accomodate
60 students. More students will he included.
Fuhriman said. as others graduate or find they don't
need a.s much academic help or personal counseling.

second t•dition of £\'tra. He has lined up a photo

Upward Bound programs in the nation that offer

essay of "Ghosts of Idaho Ghost Towns" hy lot·al

s<:rvkes every day," Fuhriman said. "With the staff

Fuhriman said that the program's success will he

architect Ernest Lombard. an essay hy Lana Turner

we have and the daily contact, it would he hard to

measured by th<: number of students who go on to

on h<:r <:arly years in Idaho and a story ahout poet

fail .. . If we were only meeting with them once a

college. "We want to get them started in a

Ezra Pound, a nati\'e of Hailey, written hy his

week, it would be easier for kids to slip through the

meaningful colleg<: career, not just get them on

daughter, Princess Mary de Rachewiltz.

cracks."

Copies of cold-drill Extra are S3 each and may he
purchased through the BSU Bookstore.
6

This summer, the students will participate in a six
week program in which they'll be hused to BSU

campus." They might find, after they get there,
however, that college isn't for them. But at least, he
said, they've had a choice.

Faculty activity at Boise State entails more than teaching. Most faculty
members have specific areas of interest and are actively pursuing them.
On the next four pages are stories about a handful of faculty projects, an
abbreviated description of the busy academic life on campus.
The stories about Douglas Lincoln, Marcia Wicklow-Howard, Herbert
Papenfuss, Gregory Raymond and Bong-Gon Shinn were written by Jocelyn
Fannin. The stories about Pat Ourada and Ken Ames were written by Carolyn
Beaver. Connie Behm wrote the story about Robert Rychert.

Faculty projects proliferate
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Research changes image of business
A Boise furniture store's advertis
ing campaign may Change: this winter
a.-; a result o(a summer research proj
c:t·t at BSU.

Students in Dr. Douglas Lincoln's
summer school marketing research
,.c�s cenductcd a surn.·r for

Michael's Furniture Showplace.
The results of that study may influ
ence the store's

1984 advertising

plans, according to owner Mike
Goffin.

The: survey focused on three major
areas: the: current imagl' of Michael's
Furniture Shovo.vtace, that image
compared to the image mea.o;urt•d in
a BSlJ research .,tudy, and respon
dents' feelings about the store'!>
advertising.
Ahout

300 area residt·nts answered

qut•Mions from the four-page ques
tionnaire,

100 selected from store
200 selected ran

sales records and

domly using the Mountain Bell area

Mike G

owner
marketing survey conducted by students of ua1Ua1as
Uncoln, chairman of BSU's marketing and administrative services department, with store manager Marilyn Coyle.

tc:lephone directory. After collecting
and editing data, figures were ana
I}"Lcd hy using BSU's mainframe
computer.

The study showed that Michael's

prices, and opinions of store
salespeople.
"I personally enjoy the enthusiasm,

overall store image had improved

fresh ideas and attitudes of students

researchers also found that advertis

and the objectiveness of somebody
not connected with the business. I

over the last three years. The

ing could he more: effective.
success of our advertising. We were

don't think there's anybody in our
area that's any more qualified," Goffin
said.

trying to determine whether it was

"The earlier sun·c}' was certainly•

"That has given us insight into the

etl"cctivc, and

a.<;

a result of the survey,

we're thinking in terms of a different
advertising campaign early in 1984,"
Goffin said.

This isn't the first time that Goffin

has consulted with Boise State stu

dent 1'esearchers. Several years ago
his store, then called Mike's Ameri
cana, adopted the idea formulated by
HSU public relations-communication

.,tudents of telephoning customers
aftt·r a furniture delivery. "A very
successful approach. You're much
hcttn off to find out if there arc any
problems up front," he said.
In

1980 former BSU marketing

professor Ken Bahn put his students
to work conducting research for Gof
fin on the Mike's Americana store
image, including furniture quality,

one of the things that helped in our
decision-making when we changed
from Mike's Americana to Michael's

Furniture Shovo.placc. Because of the
results of the sun·ey, we changed our

very good learning tool."
"The live research project is absolutely invaluable. There is no teacher
like experience," another student
wrote.

"This is an excellent method of
combining applied education and
helping a local business," Lincoln
said. He emphasized that class assistance to area companies has been
directly related to marketing cducation principles.

Any direct costs for such projects

·

tion, we thought it would he advantageous to work with the marketing

Goffin, pleased with the results, has

what we did right and what we need

Other companies and organiza-

to do differently."

The research course is required of

all HSU marketing majors, and Lincoin feels that real projects which
have an educational focus arc much
more instructive than tt·xthook
assignments alone would be.
According to one student's evaluation of the class, "The project was a

First Security Bank, Boise.
Lincoln, together with Dr. Gary
McCain, also an associate professor in
the marketing department, published

are horne hy the businesses being
,
merchandising pa<:k g . '
er,��-1 I
ri
un·cy
was very inexpensive, he said, and
three years of that change of direc-

students again. We wanted to know

tion, Great Balls of Fire, Nampa, and

made a donation to the BSl'

an article on the classroom project
approach: "Choice Criteria Model for
Selecting Live-Case Marketing
Research Class Projects" in the fall,

1982 edition of

Tbe}ounwl ofMar

kelillg Education.

"Persistent criticism that universi
ties lack a real world understanding
of marketing research has led many

business schools to develop methods
o oringing 1'c-.d business situations
in•o the learning emironment. l se of
live-case projects in marketing re
search classes prm idt:s sut·h a

Foundation.
tions marketing research classes have
worked with recently and who, in
appreciation for the help, ha,·c made
microcomputer or dollar contributions to the BSC marketing department arc: Stein Distributing Co.,
Eagle Aircraft Co. (a Tcrtcling company), Meridian Chamber of Commercc, Meridian Retailers Associa-

dyn.tmic 'real' cxpcrienn:,'' they
wrote.
"Careful .scrcening and selection of
projct"ts arc essential tO otkr a posi
tive contribution to tht· education
process as well as provide �� uscful
product to the client," they said.
"Student hcncfts u>n..,ist mostly of
enhancement of their education
through real world experience."

Making better use of rangeland project's aim
Dr. Robert Rychcrt, chairman of the BioiOh'Y
Department, has spent summers and spring breaks
for the past six years at the Reynolds Creek
Watershed in the Owyhee Mountains-not

exploring Silver City, fishing, or strolling in sun.
He spends the time n>ntemplating profundities
such as:
• What effect do v-o�por pressure, sunlight and

wind have on the snowmelt process?
• How is water lost from sagebrush areas?
• Docs witholding grazing animals increase the
amount of vegetation cover?
• What impact docs livestock grazing have on

vegetative cover, upland soil loss, and sediment
}ield?

the impact of grazing intensity on the

microbiological makeup of rangeland streams.
His research has now shifted to studying the role

• Would snow fences significantly increase water

Reynolds Creek alter the movement of water?

The answers to these questions have been so

100 publications have

been prepared at and/or utilized data from the

erosion.

resource managers in making rcsourcc decisions,

Thesl' projects have made available equipment
which BSU could not afford otherwise and supplies
whkh make possible more extensive research, a.<;
well as opening opportunities for independent study
to serious geology and biology students.
In addition, the research is extremely beneficial to
"Our work is to look at the ha.o;ic science with a view
studies to provide the t}'Pe of information that will
enable us to make decisions to enhance rangeland
productivity."
The research team of which Rychert is a part has
studied soil losses from hill slopes, unimproved

!'lorthwest Watershed Research Center, for which

roads, bare stream banks, and grazed as compared to

Ryt·hert has conducted research.

ungrazed areas. These studies help predict the

He has investigated two aspects of rangeland in

influence on water supply when the nature of plant

particular. Rychert's first project involved

cover is changed by treatment or changes in land

cooperative research with professional scientists for

use.
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infiltration, less moisture loss and more efficient
water use hy natural grass species which replaced
the sagebrush.

toward applied aspects of it. Our goal is to do

• How does the presence of clay in the ha<;alt at

One significant finding was that spcdfic
treatments of sagebrush, a non-productive plant that
consumes moisture, permitted better water

of microscopic organisms in the soil with respect to
plant nutrient cycling, water infiltration, run off and

Idaho ranchers and resource managers. Rychert says,

supplies?

significant that more than

the U.S. Department of Agriculture in the division of
Agricultural Research Service (USDAAR), studying

Studies such as this arc invaluable to rangeland
determining the best management practices and
establishing land-use controls.
In addition, they make possible more extensive
use of the land. For example, one study perfected a
method of developing shallow aquifers in igneous
rock which, under certain gcologk· conditions, can
produce adequate water for rangeland stock in
semiarid grazing areas where water is not otherwise
available.
This giant well of information on water and
rangeland use might not hit home-until we wonder
where our next hamburger is coming from.
Rychcrt says this year's midwestern drought makes
the value of the research apparent: "With 40 percent
of the corn crop gone, it will cost more to provide
grain for beef for the hamburgers many of us love.
Why not optimize a different S)'Stem that would he
self-perpetuating, a system that docs not require
fertilizer or great cultivation, only knowledge?"

Biologist studies fungus' benefits
Management of desert areas has

A BSU biologist's study of a plant
fungus relationship has special impli

become difficult as those areas arc

cations for range management of

increasingly disturbed by fire and

desert areas disturbed by fire and

man's encroachments, Wicklow

development.

Howard said.

Dr. Marcia Wicklow-Howard is

"Natural n:vegetation of disturbed

conducting a study of Vesicular·

surface soils in the St:mi·arid \X'est is

Arbuscular Mycorrhizac, a fungus she

a slow process and the greater the

says is important to the sun.ival of

severity of the disturbance the slower

many plants.

the rate of recovery," she wrote in

Although her study has been done

her paper.
"Recovery of an ecosystem in part

in semi-desert areas, the fungus is not
just associated with desert plants, and

is dependent on either the rate of

Wicklow-Howard said there arc very

invasion of the site by propagules

few plants that arc not infn:tcd with

(spores) of mycorrhizal fungi which

it.

arc 'iahle or roots having or tokrat
That relationship is important

ing mycorrhizal fungi," she wrote.
She is stud)ing the fung•'s relation

because plants often cannot sun ivc
without till" fungi, she said, citing a

ships to one t)pe of dt:scrt shrub

rt:forestation project of a t<:w years

common!) called wintt·rfat, which

ago when trees grown in .1 nursery

has high nutrient contt·nt and is f(>r·

bed free of the fungi died otl entirely.

age for many animals.

Mycorrhizae form a compact man

\X'intcrfat

burns rapidly right down to the

Marcia Wicklow-Howard

tle over plant root surfaces and

ground, and while sagebrush will

appear to assist in nutrient and water

grow right back after a fire, winterfat

and laboratory work. l Tnder her

of Prq :\ational Area "hen:, "\\'c'n·

uptake for the plants with which they

doesn't. It is a problem to re-seed

direction they compared an undis

almost doubled the spt·cies of plants

co-exist,

this shrub and to get it growing,

turbed area with an adjacent site:

wt·\·c found," sht· said.

Wicklow-Howard said.

whkh had been destroyed during a

The interdependence of this rela

Research suggests the successful

tionship has been described as "the

Tht· area in the Snakt· Rin'f Canyon

fire and made a comparison also with

about 18 miles south of Kuna pro

ultimate in reciprocal parasitism,"

reclamation of this and other plant

sites where plants w<.•rt.• beginning to

tects Yital nesting and }t"ar-round

Wicklow-Howard said in a paper

life will depend on dncloping a

re-establish themselves after being

about her research which she pre

means to re-introduce or maintain

disturbed.

habitat t<>r several specks of raptorial
or lksh-cating birds. ·nu: surround

sented this summer to the Mycologi

the essential fungi in disturbed habi

cal Society of America.

tats, she said.

In that paper, she said that the fun

The project has been funded by

"Wt·\·e looked at ditkrcnt t)pes of

ing desert and open fields provide

plants and have tried to dassif) them

ideal hunting grounds for tlw birds

all, she said, explaining that desert

and also habitat tor many animal

shrubs arc often difficult to idcntif)·.

species.

gus is essential if desert plants are to

BStJ faculty research grants since

sun·ivc and thrh·c in their environ·

1981. During that time Wicklow

ment of nutrient deficiencies and low

Howard, assisted by four students,

mounting of the plant samples is

Once laboratory staining and slide

It has helped to move to an area
where other, somctimt·s related, stu

BSU graduates Sonia Caldwell and Pat

t:omplcted, roots an: obsc:n·cd with a

dks arc going on, Wid.:low-Howard

Mycorrhizae arc useful to plants

Wak.kinen and seniors Tina Bell and

dissecting microscope and fiber

said.

tryin� to live in a stressful cnviron

William Scott, have looked for plant

precipitation.

ample in \"arious nearb} arid desert

optics light and also ,·it·wt•d ,.,.·ith
light miaoscopcs to determine the

TI1is p..· ar she plans to continue

mt·nt likt· desert sand which u:.ually
lacks nutrients such as potassium and

spots, including an area b<.1·ond

presence or lack of the m} corrhizac

shrubs and fruiting hodi<.-s of the

nitrogen. The fungus is often lacking

LU<:ky Peak Dam toward Arrowrock

in them, she said

myu>rrhizae, and hopl·s to tit· in her

in plants living in a cntically stressed

Dam.

t:ombat range fire, she said.

She has recently moved tht· on

Wicklow-Howard credits the: stu

environment such as a trench dug to

collct·ting and idcntit)•ing the tksert

dents with much of the project's field

study with some Bureau of Land

going study to the: U.S. Bureau of

Managc:ment n:getation studit•s, she

Land Management Snakt· River Birds

said.

Papenfuss creates new key to Idaho plants
A BSU plant physiologist is compiling a collection
of several thousand Southwest Idaho plant
specimens into an inexpensive plant key for Boise
State biology students.
Botany professor Dr. Herbert Papenfuss estimates

nearly enough work done on them, and \\hat I '''ant

Mountains and Weiser.

to do is to try to pin these down," he: said.

He himself colkcts extcnsh·cly during his
summers, often gathering specimens from local areas

He often uses samples collected hy taxonomy
students who each collect about 3S species each

such as Bogus Basin and Shaeffer Butte. This summa
he gathered samples of about 160 spring flowers

that he now has a collection of about 1,000 area

semester, a number he dropped from SO a few years
ago when gasoline supplies became short and

from that art�a. and next summer he plans w collect

plant species and a total of 3--i,OOO samples to dra\v

expensive.

from nearby desert areas.

from.
His ultimate purpose is to develop a
comprehensive and incxpenisvc key to those plants
which can he used hy BSU students, particularly
those enrolled in taxonomy (plant classification)
classes.
"We have used mostly the Da,·is Key to the Hom

One student who worked for the Bureau of Land

Plants collected in the summer he fret·zcs in a

Management collected about 80 "bt·autifully

large biology department freezer so they arc fresh

mounted" plants, Papenfuss sa1d.

and ready for classification by his second semester

He and the: students have collected plants from
about a SO-mile: radius which encompasses lands
near Idaho City, Mountain Home, the Owyhee

students beginning in january.
During the Christmas holidays this year, Papenfuss
is hoping to include some plant families previously
missing from his not·yet-complcted kcr. He will then

of Jdabo which is out of date, or recently wt•'vc used

let students usc it during spring semester to sec

the Hitchcock Key to Vascular Plants of tbe

what he says, "might he the 'bugs' in it."

.Vortbwest, a very nice kq'. but a little expcnsi\c for
the students to buy," he said
Papenfuss is now working at compiling a plant

The BSl plant sample collection, kept in four
large cabinets in the Herbarium in the S<:ic:nce
Nursing Building, has doubled since: Papt·nfuss came

family key which he will try to expand for his

here 17 years ago, and he hopes that someday the

students by next spring.

room will be filled.

He hopes to eventually have the key illustrated
with line drawings by a son who has a degree in
botany and is also an artist.

R.L. "Dick" Lingenfelter, a retired U.S. Forest
Sen
ice official, has donated his collection of several
hundred species to Boise State, and some other plant

"I'd like to keep it as simple a'i possible," he said.

specimens in the BStJ collection go hack as far as

Last winter he made a family key for some plants,

1912, Papenfuss said.

another key to large groups such as conifers, ferns

The mounted plant specimens must be kept

and flowering plants. Some of that work has already

insect-free: with fumigants, and sealed cabinet doors,

been copied off this year for his students, and he is

he said.

also working at computerizing the information.
"The family portion of the key isn't too hard to do,

With the proper care, such a collection might last
SOO years. The 18th century collection of Linnaeus, a

but the problem is bringing the key down to thc:

famous Swedish botanist, is still in existence in

species level. I haYc two purposes. First to include

England, Papenfuss said. He recalled also that the

some species I haven't had before, and then to

collection of naturalist Meriwether Lewis, leader of

collect from several locations so I have a record of

the famed Lewis and Clark expedition to the

where the plants arc actually found," he said.
"A person could spend a lifetime on a particular
plant genus. Some groupings of plants have not had

Northwest, was lost after he died mysteriously and
later found in Europe. That collection is now located
in Philadelphia.
9

German political moves analyzed
In the proposal for his research,
R1ymond wrote, "Following World
War II, alliances underwent a
transformation as profound as that
which had occurred between the
18th and 19th centuries. Two
superpowers now confronted one
another, each far stronger than any
possible combination of other states.
Hence, rather than being flexible
coalitions of fairly equal members,
alliances with these giant rivals
developed into blocs-groups of
secondary powers clustered around
one of the two superpowers."
"East and West Germany were
offspring of the bipolar international
system that emerged after 194 S. The
cold war resulted in each part of
divided Germany joining a different
bloc Though initially dismissed as
mere satellites, the two German
states more recently have come to be
regarded as bloc members who do
not always show blind subservience

Gregory Raymond
Docs the Russian Bear always pull
the political strings of the East
German Democratic Republic?

Oxford University and the University
of Washington.

BSl 1 professor of political sdcnce

Using a computer model to

faculty research grant, will assess the

Raymond was able to visit Europe
twice this summer. He spent two
weeks partidpating in the 1983
Berlin seminar sponsored by the
West German government and the
Europaische Akademie of West
Berlin. Then�. he was also a
commentator for the seminar session
on the German Democratic Republic
view of recent history.
He also traveled to Oxford
l1niversity in England in july to
present a paper on alliances to the
International Association of Political
Psychology World Congress.
While in Germany, Raymond was
able to obtain information about his
topic from several valuable sources
including members of independent
"think tanks" and fairly high ranking
East German scholars and policy
makers.
He studied at four Berlin
institutions, the Europaische
Akademie, The lnternationales
Institut fur Versleichende
Gesellschaftsfroshung at the

interpret and demonstrate his
statistical findings, Raymond hopes to
answer two questions about bloc

His study, sponsored by a BSU

Or Gn:gory Raymond is testing that

to the wishes of their bloc leaders."

level of independence?

relationships.
• How much independence from

theory and also assessing the political

impact of the United States and the

superpower control have East and

relationships of the Federal Republic

Soviet t;nion on the foreign policy

West Germany shown in their

of Germany to the l1.S. in research

exchanges between the Federal

relations with one another?

which he conducted this year in both

Rq1ublic of Germany and the

East and \Vest Germany, as wdl as at

G<:rman Democratic Republic.

Wissenschafts Zentrum Berlin, the
Freie L'niversitat Berlin and
Humboldt Universitat in East Berlin.
He is also using materials from the
l nin:rsity of Washington's political
science library, which, he said,
contains the best collection of

• How well do existing theories of
alliance politics account for their

materials on his topic in the
Northwest.

(Continued on page 15)

Ourada studies conscientious ob·ectors
flies on the ceiling when he painted, and he would

Americans had a difficult time understanding why

cane a "niche in Idaho history" that has not yet

not kill. "It really illustrates the gentle nature of

men would refuse to serve their country. Ourada

hccn explored-till' story of a conscientious

these people."

said the Mennonites did not have much trouble after

History professor Pat Ourada would like to help

objector camp in Downey, Idaho.
Downq is a small r;1rming community in

Visiting privileges were granted on the basis of
work records, another reason for exemplary

the war because they went home to closed,
sheltered communities. But for men of other

Southt·astern Idaho. During the Depression, a

behavior. A large number of Mennonite women

religions and those who had not served because of

Civilian Conscn·ation Corps camp was built there,

traveled west with their husbands and lived at the

their political beliefs, "it was very difficult on them

and when 'World \X'ar II began, it was turned over to

Enterprise Hotel in Downey. The men were allowed

when the war was over ... They were not well
received."

the Soil Conscn·ation Sen·ice to administer as a work

While at Camp Downey, the men helped

camp l(>r conscientious objcctors.

construct a dam and an irrigation system, Ourada

TI1cre were nint· such camps around the country
administered by the SCS, Ourada said. In all, thl.'

said, but did not want to help the farmers of Eastern

ll.:deral government provided :\90 camps and othl.'r

Idaho harvest their crops, "because it directly

work outlets. such as hospitals, as alternatives to

contributed to the war effort." They worked in the

military sen icc t(>r thosl.' who chose not to fight l(>r

fields under gunpoint, she said.

religious or political reasons.

Church records and conversations with church

Ourada came upon the information on the

officials indicate that the Mennonites thought many

Downey camp whik she ,,cas studying migrant

of the projects the objectors were ordered to work

workers in Idaho during the war. She l(mnd that

on were irrational, not in their best interests.

nothing had been written on either subject.

Ourada sat· d she's taken one trip to Washington

Most of Camp Downey's workers were

D.C. to find work orders and other camp documents.

l\kthodists..khovah ·witnesses, Seventh Day

She has information requests filed with the War

Adventists. and a large group of Mennonites whose

Department, the Selective Service and the National

moral and ethical beliefs would not allo\Y them to

Arch n�s to compkte htT n:search. "Otherwise, it's

join the armeu t<>rces. Ourada said the Mennonite

just a .,!anted story"

church was actively involved in the conscientious
objector program and e\·en helped administer many

Sht also has scm requests for photographs and

of thc camps.

diaries to Mennonite publications, without much

Funded by a faculty de,·elopment grant, Ourada

success, although she has corresponded with people

visited Mennonite central offices in Goshen, Ind.

in Iowa and Pennsylvania about the camp.

to gt·t "the church side of the story." She came up

Ourada has talked with Don Bosworth, a Downey

with a list of men at the camp (there were 140 therl·

resident who was a work supervisor at the camp.

from December, 19-f 1 to October, 19-!'; ), the

The camp was located about two blocks from the

various projects they worked on and a "pretty good

town's residential area. All that remains, however, is

picture of daily life."

a brick marker at the site; the buildings have been

Lik at Camp Downey was "similar to an Army

moved to the fairgrounds.

camp." The men were up at dawn and at work by

Pat Ourada

6:30 a.m. "There were rules. hut these men, because

Most of the men returned to their homes in the
east, Ourada said, but some remained. There are

of who they were, did not break them." Till' men

one weekend a month with their families. Ourada

pockets of Mennonite families scattered around 5ou

knew that it was either sen·e their time at the camp

said most the objectors were Mennonites from

theastern Idaho, and a Mennonite church in Aber

or go to prison, Ourada said. "Some did choose
prison over working. hut not the Mennonites."
Ourada tells a story about the camp's kitchen to
make her point. The kitchen ceiling was painted

Pennsylvania and Indiana.
"The Mennonites were well received in Downey,"
she said. They were a pleasant relief from the CCC

deen. Ourada said she hopes to contact some of the
people in the area.
After she finishes her research, Ourada would like

"wild boys." The women did babysitting,

to publish her findings in Idaho Yesterdays, the

blue, she said, but had white spots all over it. When

needlework and other jobs to support themselves.

Idaho State Historical Society's quarterly publication.

the Mennonite worker who painted the ceiling was

"The townspeople thought very highly of them."

"This is a single episode in Idaho history that I think

asked why he'd left the spots, he replied there were
10

That wasn't the case across the country, however.

should not be lost."

Business ethics - is theory practice?
"The ethical issues encountered in business are no
different than what you find in other aspects of life.
And the standards that work in those other aspects

highest of ethical ideals-the Christian ethic," Shin
said.
"Because of the apparent conflict between

Christianity and rugged individualism, there is a
tendcn<..T to expect the businessperson to have two
sets of ethical standards-one used in business and

of life will work in business."

the other used in private life (at home. in church,

BSU associate professor of management Dr. Bong
Goo P. Shin found this pn:vailing viewpoint in his

and among friends).

recent business ethics survey of chief executive
officers of l'.S. corporations.

said. More than 75 percent of the leaders responded

"The survey did not support this notion," Shin
that a double standard did not exist.

The survey, sent to 700 CEOs chosen at random

One noteworthy finding of the survey, Shin said, is

from the Dun and Bradstreet listing of 1 0,000 largest

that "a significant majority of the business leaders

corporations in the U.S., was the result of Shin's wish

believe that government action is needed to protect

to find out how chid executives feel about social
responsibility.

the consumer through regulation of labeling, safety
regulations, and antitrust prohibitions against price

As far as he knows after studying business surveys

fixing."

from the past 1 0 years, there has not been another
survey specifically targeted to the executh·e officers.

But, he said, 98 percent of the lcadt>rs also said it
is in the long-run self-interest of business to prott:ct

Other surveys. although similar have been based

the customer.

on a subscription list such as that of Business
Review, or have been made of employees at levels

"Only 22 percent of the business leaders thought
that much of the advertising done by business is

below their executives.

misleading and only 9 percent felt that dfcctin�

Shin received 119 replies, "an exceptionally good

advertising may have to he misleading," he said.

response." he felt, considering that those who

If corporate ethics arc ever less than altruistic.

completed the questionnaire are likely to he

their executives' survey answers argued that the

extremely busy.

practices of lawyers, politicians, doctors and even

Sixty-nine percent of the respondents were

teachers (who often copy textbook material

presidents or chairmen of the hoards of their

illegally) arc equally had.

companies; 1..f percent were executive vice

And 53 percent of them felt that the customer

presidents; and the rest held various other top

tends to he less ethical in dealing with business than

t·xecutive positions.
The subject of the survey was business ethics-in

Bong-Gon Shin

business is in dealing with the customer. Shin found.

theory and in practice. The executives were asked to
identit)• the ethical ideals which they thought should
guide their conduct and to identify the level of
ethical practice which they actually experienced in

Social system reconstructed

their business activities.
Four areas were covered in the survey:
• What is the business leaders' view of the "just

society"?
• What ethical beliefs and practices are associated
with the leaders' view of the just society?
• What are the sources of the ethical standards

which the business leaders usc in business?
• What methods of dealing with ethical issues in
business are favored hy business leaders?
"The findings of the surv<..]' support the hypothesis
that businesspersons take their high personal ideals
to work with them; that business leaders expect to
he able to succeed while living up to those ideals;
and that business leaders are relatively successful in
doing so," Shin said.
"I found that the executives feel generally that all
institutions exist to promote individuals' welfare,
and that ethical practices of businesses are as good
as those in other walks of life," he said.
"American business leaders believe that a just
society is one that focuses on the individual," Shin
said in his survey report.
"Ninety-four percent of the respondents view the
individual as the most fundamental unit in American
society. Almost 88 percent feel that all institutions in
America should seek to protect and promote the
interests of individuals, although close to 84 percent
also agreed that some individual freedoms may have
to he partly restricted in order for organizations to
function effectively.
Eighty-two percent of the CEOs felt that
government should try to make income more equal
by promoting equality of opportunity, Shin said,
while 53 percent believed that government should
provide incentives for business to get involved in
social programs.
However, he said, "Only 12 percent of the leaders
believed that government "Should redistribute income
in order to assure a mfnimum standard of living tor
all citizens.
"Despite the overwhelming support of equality of
opportunity as a government goal, only 31 percent
believed that government should specifically
intervene in labor markets to assure equality of
opportunity.
"This dim view of government's role may be due
to 73 percent of the business leaders' feeling that
government usually ends up restricting individual
freedom to such an extent that efficiency is often
sacrificed.
"The view of a just society articulated by the

Archaeologist Ken Ames spends a good deal of his
time in a small office in the old Assay Building on
Boise's Main street, putting together pieces of the
past.
Ames and a group of his students are analyzing
artifacts from two Indian villages and a series of
hunting and fishing camps in the Prince Rupert
Harbor area in British Columbia, Canada. He's
working under S20,000 grants from the U.S.
National Science Foundation and the National
Museum of Canada to uncover some clues about the
Indians' social structure. He'll compare his findings
to his analysis of artifacts from an inland "dig" in the
Lewiston-Clarkston area he undertook several years
ago.
The Canadian materials come from a National
Museum of Canada project that ran from 1967-72
and on which Ames did his doctoral dissertation
while a student at Washington State University. The
artifacts recovered were only partially analyzed;
hence, the need for further study.
On tht project, Ames began to hypothesize about
the tribe's social structure. From historical accounts
and the artifacts, he knew that both the Canadian
and inland tribes were hunters and gatherers, not
agriculturalists. Yet, the Canadian tribe, especially,
seemed to have a fairly sophisticated social system,
perhaps stratified into different classes.
Classic civilizations, Ames said, generally were
agricultural in nature. Because they were guaranteed
food, "they had higher human densities." And

Ken Ames

because they had a commodity to trade for more
exotic goods, "they had more elaborate and
complex societies" and a higher standard of living.
Why then, did the Canadian Indians have such an
elaborate social structure, especially when the

there was a definite social hierarchy.
Ames has received one shipment of smaller

"inland" Indians did not, considering that the two

artifacts from Canada and expects the rest some

regions were "environmentally as rich," offering the

time in early Dect'mher. He and his students will

same potential for hunting, fishing and foraging?
Ames hypothesizes about the social structure

t

On the other hand, "Some (burial sites) don't
have any coffin at all," which leads Ames to believe

spend the rest of the academic year analyzing them.

status, even today, is to figure out how much things

Next year, Ames will write a series of monographs
on the findings.
Analyzing the artifacts is a "very slow, painstaking

cost, ho" much labor and what kinds of materials
have gone into a "product."

process. All of the artifacts have to he described in
about 1 5 different ways."

based on the artifacts. One way to determine social

The Canadian dig unearthed 260 burials, dating
back to 500 B.C. "We're examining them to sec if
we can determine whether or not class differences
existed."
The findings include whale bone clubs with
handles shaped like mythical figures, a jade pendant

..

At two large desks in the assay office, Ames's
students pour over trays of what appear to be just
scraps of wood, hone and rock. But they're more
than that-they're keys to the past. They may even
unlock the mysteries of European hunting and
gathering societies for which there arc limited

in the shape of a raven, some Samurai-styled armor, a

archaeological materials and no historical

coffin with elaborate designs made of sea otter

information available.

business leaders is a view typically associated with

canine teeth. All of these required a great deal of

the concept of rugged individualism. It is a view that
some students of ethics find inconsistent with the

effort to construct and are not the signs of a simple

on one side of the canyon and start building to the

society.

other."

Ames says "it's like building a bridge. You start

11
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Think it

over

Center studies thought process
By Carolyn Beaver
BSU News Services

A group of educators at Boise State is doing a lot
of thinking-about thinking.

It is by no means a merely academic exercise. The

members of BSU's Center for the Study of Thinking

are discussing the how and why of human thought

and are using the information to improve th,eir

students' and own thinking and learning processes.
"In the United States, the best guess is that 40

percent of adults can think abstractly," says Dr. Ken
Hill, BSU teacher education professor and the

Center's director. "If somehow we can get 40

percent thinking abstractly, why can't we get more?"
The group, which comprises professors from

English to education, vo-tech to business, is an

outgrowth of a conference on excellence in

education held at BSU last spring.Its members meet

at 7 a.m. once a week, to discuss the latest research

on brain functions, to hear guest speakers, or just to

do some thinking out loud.

While some educators would argue that physics
can't he taught in the same way English is, Center
members are trying to find the links· between the
students in various disciplines learn.

"There's a growing belief that there's a lot of
commonality in thinking in different areas," Hill says.
"It's that commonality we're addressing.
For instance, categorizing "is the meat of a
number of different disciplines." In biology,

taxonomies are based on categories. In English,
writing can be categorized into paragraphs,

paragraphs into topic sentences and supporting

sentences.

Too many times, Hill says, instructors expect their

students to make quantum leaps from concrete to
abstract levels of thought. "From memory to

evaluation of the information and nothing in

between .. . you cannot expect that they can jump
from the lowest to the highest level of thinking."

The middle ground, according to educational
research, includes such thinking skills as

comprehension, application, analysis, and synt�esis.

The best way to teach, Hill says, is to incorporate a

different level of thinking with each progressive task

a student is asked to complete.

Also, "the ability to take in new knowledge is

limited, and there's a growing body of knowledge
that states we should only give so much new

information at a time. Then, there should be a time

box."

for students to discuss it with other students, let it

Some of the most recent findings on brain

sink into long term memory."

research of left/right hemisphere differences,

It's important for graduates entering a high-tech,
high change society to improve their learning and

periods of brain growth, memory and sex differences
arid their application to teaching are discussed at the
group's weekly meetings.

thinking skills. "If we are going to change

occupations a lot in the future, and knowledge

The center has a small but growing library of

seems to keep growing.JtLS�ch_a rapid rate," Hill

research materials and general interest articles in the

says, "it probably is more important to learn how to

teacher education computer room on the third floor

think and learn rather than learning just facts."

of the Education Building.

Next semester, Hill and teacher education

Hill has just submitted a request to a private

professor The! Pearson will teach a class for teachers
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on how to help their students think better. Next fall,
Hill and physics professor Dewey Dykstra are

planning a general course on thinking.

Knowledge about the brain is growing at a rapid

rate. There are a half-million new articles and hooks

on brain research every year, Hill says. "We have

learned more in the last I 0 years than we've every

known before ... The brain really used to be a black

foundation to fund some research of his own-the
effect of vocabulary on intelligence. "Part of our

problem is a lack of a good thinking vocabulary.

"Public school text books have had their reading

level dropped considerably in the last few years,

significantly increase the ability to think." He
questions, "if you know the word proportion,
are you more likely to use it in solving problems?"
Currently, the Center has no University funding,
although Hill does have some release time. "We're

getting a lot of moral support,'' he says.

"Our final goal is better education ... If there's
some way to synthesize what our faculty knows

about thinking, we'd really have a prize ... Maybe
this center's a small beginning for doing that."
But, "if nothing else happens, there's at least been

a sharing of experience and information. Getting to
know each other is really valuable." Hill says there's
a "tendency to get pretty narrow," to know only

people in the same field.

Although it's not based on research, Hill thinks

perhaps at the expense of important vocabulary,'' he

"with knowledge comes respect. Whoever said

markedly improve vocabulary, it also would

'knowledge breeds contempt' was wrong. It breeds
understanding."

says. "If we could have a program that would

PEOPLE �������=
MUSIC
John Baldwin and Catherine Elliott were

ditions: Rechecking Falters as Spurious Mis

been displayed during November at the Corner Art

matches Abound" by three researchers at the Ohio

Gallery at the Idaho Falls Public Library.

State University.

Wayne E. White served as, chairman of the gov

accompanied by Dr. Gerald Schroeder at an Oct.
21 Faculty Artist Series performance in the Special

ernors board of the National Intercollegiate Flying

COMMUNICATION

Artist Series performance.

Suzanne McCorkle presented a conflict man
agement workshop at the Women in Management
Conference Oct. 7-8. She also was an auctioneer

Jeanne Marie Belly presented a paper, "The
Commissioning Project of the Louisville Orchestra:
The

Use of

Music as a Pol1t1cal Tool lor the United

States," at the 49th annual American Musicologi
cal Society meetmg in Louisville, KY, Oct. 27-30.
Her article, "The Louisville Orchestra's New

Association fall meeting in Dallas, Texas. He also

ENGLISH

Events Center. On Nov. 4, Julia Kole, Donald

Oakes and Joseph Baldassare gave a Faculty

AVIATION MANAGEMENT

lor the KAID, Channel 4 lund raising drive auction
on Nov. 8 and attended the Speech Communica
tion Association Convention in Washington, D.C.
Nov. 9-13.
McCorkle, Marvin Cox and Dave Rayborn gave
presentations at the Lincoln-Douglas Value

Music Project Selected Composers' Letters to the

Debate at the Idaho High School Speech Arts

Lousiville Orchestra," was published by Pen

Convention in McCall Oct. 14.

participated in the board of trustees meeting lor
the University Aviation Association, also in Dallas,
and was a special guest of American Airlines on a

Carol Martin has had two articles published
recently on Victorian fiction: "No Angel in the
House: Victorian Mothers and Daughters in

personal tour of their world-famous pilot training

George Eliot and Elizabeth Gaskell," in the Spring

center.

1983 issue

of

Midwest Quarterly, and "Gaskell,

Darwin and North and South," in the Summer 1983
issue of Studies in the Novel. She has also had an
article on the essays of George Eliot accepted lor
publication in

Victorian NewsleHer in 1984.

Donn• Sistrunk, Health Center, attended the
IAEOP fall conference in Moscow Oct6-7. Mary

Cozine,

Counseling

Center, attended a staff devel

opment day sponsored by ACAEOP.

SOCIOLOGY

dragon Press and distributed at the convention.

ASSOCIATED OFFICE PERSONNEL

ART
PSYCHOLOGY
John Takehara has a solo exhibit of his recent
Garvin Chastain is acting as special reviewer lor
the Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human

works in porcelain on display at the Holsten Gal

ing the Idaho PTA convention held in Boise Nov.

leries in Palm Beach, Florida through Dec.

She also was a panel participant at the Depart

7.

Perception and Performance on a manuscript
entitled "Perceptual Matching under Difficult Con-

12

Pat Dorman presented a series of three work
shop sessions on "Transitions in the Family" dur

Watercolor landscapes by Louis Peck have

5.

BUSINESS
Dean Tom Stitzel was program chairman for the
Western Association of Coiiegiate Schools of

ment of Employment discussing the issue of

Business's Oct. 19-21 meeting in Boise. He is the

"Incentives lor Public Employees."

association's vice president.
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Grounds for BSU
A man for all seasons

on the northeast lawn of the Education Building.

By Jocefyn Fannin
BSU News Services

He is now working on plans tor the soccer playing
fidd between the Gym and the Student Union Build

1bere is no season such delight can bring
As summer, autumn, u'inter, and the spring.
William Bmu•ne
With those seasonal delights come the mundane
war-round chores of campus grounds maintenance
�nd gardening faced by Boise State's grounds super
visor Tom O'Donnell.
O'Donnell and his crew of four permanent and two
temporary workers and four or five student hc:lpers,
rake, shovel and keep the campus free from litter
with a budget of only about S20,000 for supplies,
equipment, and upkeep.
Now in his fifth year as supervisor, O'Oonndl
views his achievemc..·nts as on-going: an improvement
in the overall looks of the: campus, regular programs
for tcrtilizing lawns, weed and pest control, and
modernization of the BSU sprinkling systemt.
O'Donnell's biggest headache is not the weeds.
pests inhabiting the..· trees and shrubbery or the
sprinkling system, though, hut the uncaring attitude
of Bsl· personnel, students and visitors who wear
unsightly pathways across campus Ja,vns.
To cope with the: unplanned trails, \Vorkers install
fences across them in two places on campus, the
Student Health Services Building and hy the Stadium.
These look too ugly for general use, thougli, O'Don
nell says, and so he must resort to installation of

ing which include raising and grading the: field for
drainage: and designing and installing a sprinkler sys
Now that autumn leaves are falling,-the grounds
personnel are using a Tenant -Trailblazer purchased
in 1981 to help with their raking chores. The
Trailblazer, which gathers and mulches leaves, also
sweeps up after game debris from the stadium astro
turf and cleans the campus parking lots. Elsewhere,
crews have continued with fall pruning and mowing
tru,� and winterization of the university's sprinkling
systems.
Other grounds maintenance: duties include: weekly
trash pickup. installation of undc.:rground ducts l(>r
cable. nmcrt'tc: work. winter smm: removal and
application of sand and de-icer compounds to heavy
traffic areas.
A high maintenance: supervision period for

O'Donnell hegins in early spring when tht' BSl turf

Whik many aret organizations ckan up debris
along the..· hank, thc:re is a lot of underbrush thc..·re. "I
don't have an answer to that one yet," he said.

Draayer tours Japan
for economic study
Or. Gerald Or-.tayer, executive director of the

unique: study which will enable Idaho teachers to
teach their students about the Japanese economy
Draayer wa.o; one of 10 l'.S. educators chosen for

During the summer, helpers daily weed assigned
areas and rotate thousands of feet of garden hose
used to supplement the underground sprinkler sys
tem here.
To conserve: on manpower and equipment c..·xpen

ing soil temperatures for shrubs and flowers, keeps
down weeds in the: landscaped areas on campus.

library.

This measurt', coupled with the use of herhiddes,

patio and t<>Untain area outside of the: Riverview Deli

tion of the Green!"X."It.

thatch, promote plant root depth and increase: water

to replace heavily troddt'n lawns in front of the
It was O'Donnell and his crews who last year

Ri\'er bank at that site. and ha\'e askc:d him if he Gm't
sup<.·rvisc: the ckanup along the rest of the.. · BSl' sec

infiltration and fertilizer dtccthenc:ss.

which in addition to retaining moisture and stabiliz

designed and construc..·ted the popular Oakley stone:

people haw liked the..· <:leaned up look of the Boise

is aeratt'd with tractor-pullt'd slicing tines to reduce..·

ditures, O'Donnell's crews use shredded bark mulch,

He: is now dt'signing a landscaped hike rack area

New landscaping recently at the Morrison Center
ha.'> brought anotbc:r.prohlem to his attention. Many

Idaho Council for Economic Education centered at
BSU, traveled to Japan in October to participate: in a

expensivt' sod in heavy use areas each spring, or put
expensive mea.'>ure

bulbs this fall as. they should he, since: his budget
won't allow l(>r purchasing them.

tem there.

in paving stones, also

.m

are grown hy horticulture: students working in 8Sl
Vocational Tc:d111kal Sch<x>l greenhousc..·s. Howen·r.
O'Donnell rq>ort� that he cannot replenish spring

helps reduce crt'w time spent on costly hand
weeding.
The campus tlowers, particularly beautiful this fall,

the 18-day tour sponsored by the United States-Japan
Education Group in cooperation with the: Joint
Council on Economic Education.
The purpose of the tour was to allow the dght
secondary school teachers and two university taculty
members to analyze the Japanese economy first-hand
by studying that country's institutions, heritage,
values, and recent history.
The group's tr-.tvel was funded by a grant from the:
U.S.-Japan Foundation.
Draayer will use information gathered on his trip
to plan a series of one-day conferences for Idaho
secondary school teachers about the Japanese
economy. l11ose conference� will he scheduled at
several locations in the state during February and
March, he said.
He will also supervise the preparation of a
curriculum guide for the study of the Japanese
economy which will he made available to Idaho
teachers.
The economic educators visited Tokyo, Kyoto,
Osaka, Kura.'>hiki and Hiroshima, where they met
with government officials, business and financial
leaders, economists and other citizens.
One: of the real highlights of his trip, Draayer said,
was spending one night at a Hiroshima home, where
he was able to observe japanese middle dru,s family
life.
The: Idaho Council for Economic Education is a
local affiliate of the Joint Council on Economic
Education, a national organization dedicated to
increasing the quantity and quality of economic
education in l'.S. schools.

BSU instructor killed
Keith G. Gramann, 31, a part-time instructor for
the BSU Social Work Department, died in an airplane
accident Oct. 31 west of Challis.
Gramann, an acting team leader at the Vietnam
Veterans Outreach Center, Boise, had been teaching
Grounds supervisor Tom O'Donnell surveys fall accomplishments.

HISTORY
P8t Oured• delivered a speech on the Indian in
the 20th Century at the U.S Bureau of Reclamation
on Oct. 18 in celebratoon of National Nat1ve Ameri
can Week.
Ourada and John Caylor attended the Western
History Association Conference 1n Salt Lake City
on Oct

12-t5.

POLITICAL SCIENCE
G•ry Moncrief presented his paper "Reappor
toonment Issues in the 'Eighties"' at the 1983

Pac1f1c Northwest Political Science Association
meeting In Portland, Ore. 1n October.
Moncnef will cha1r a panel on reapportionment
at the Western Political Sc1ence Association meet
Ing in Sacramento, Calif. in April, 1984.
NURSING
Ingrid Brudenell returned recently from the
biennial convention of Sigma Theta Tau, national
nursing honorary society In Boston, Mass. She is

faculty adv1sor to a student steering comm1ttee
which has developed a baccalaureate nursing
honor society at Bo1se State, which hopes to affil
iate with Sigma Theta Tau
MARKETING AND ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES
Doug Uncoln presented his paper "Consumer
Adoption of Solar Energy and Public Policy Impli
cations" and conducted a workshop on using
microcomputer in marketing research at the
Southern Marketong Association Conference in
Atlanta, Nov. 17-19
Gary McCain presented h1s paper "Lottery
Incentive Effect on Mail Survey Response Rate" at
the American Institute for Oecis1on Sc1ences Con
ference 10 San Antonio on Nov. 22.
M•rvln Cl•rk presented a paper "Word Process
ing at the Law Office" at the Paralegal National
Conference in San Diego, Oct 5-8.
Bob Cornwell gave a talk on interpersonal
organization commun1catoon sk1lls at the National

a BSU course on stress, trauma and loss.

Conference of the Association for Records Man
agers and Administrators In Cincinnati, Ohio in
October.

national board of directors Region f1ve's area of
service Includes Idaho, Alaska, Montana, Nevada,
Oregon, Utah and Washington and the Canadian
provinces of Alberta and Bntish Columbia.

HEALTH SCIENCE
JoAnn T. V•hey, associate dean, has been
named to the Boise City Mayor's Committee on
Employment of the Handicapped and Older
Worker. The goal of the committee is to create an
awareness among area businesses and private
organizations of the abilitias of elderly and handi
capped persons.
STUDENT AFFAIRS
D•vtd s. T•ytor, vice president of student affairs,
has been named chair of region five vice president
for the National Association of Student Personnel
Admmistrators.
NASP organizes and sponsors research. publi
cations, seminars, meetings and conferences
designed to assist campus professionals in their
work with students. Taylor IS one of seven reg1onal
vice presidents who sits on the associ�tion's

GEOLOGY
Spencer Wood was the co-leader ol two field
trips for the Caltech Alumni Association with Cal
tech geologist Robert Sharp and historian Rodman
Paul. Participants examined the geology of the
Long Valley and Mono Craters volcanoes, the
Yosemite and Mother Lode of the Sierra Nevada.
Wood presented a paper on "The Geology of
Boise, Idaho-Implications for geothermal devel
opment and engineering geology" to the 1983
Annual Symposium on Engineering Geology and
Solis Engineering. The paper was co-authored by
Will Burnham of Anderson and Kelly, consultants
In engineering and geology. The pair also
authored a guide book to the Boise geothermal
system for the Rocky Mountain Groundwater
Association conference In April, 1983.
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Conservatives reviewed
'Lunatic fringe' explained
Dr. Warren Vinz, chairman of BSU's

"Another domestic issue of interest

history department, will publish

_to the editors was public education.

reviews of two conservative U.S.
magazines this spring, one of which

As early as the 1 940s, concern
expressed over the so-called progres

he labels a "lunatic fringe"

sive education movement.

publication.
The r<..'Views, which he wrote as a

"The periodical was opposed to

BSU Faculty Research Grant project,

the trend because it was perceived as
lacking the discipline typical of pio

will be printed in a new reference

neer days. freeing pupils from regula

work The American Consen,ative

tions and fear of authority, eliminat

Press, to be published by Greenwood

ing fear and dread of failure, adjusting

Press. Inc.

curriculac to the mentality of the

In his review of The King's Busi

average student, grouping cla.'>ses by

ness. published monthly by the Bible

age and social adjustment and allow

Institute of Los Angeles from 1910 to

ing individuals to advance at their

1970, Vinz found that the periodical

own pace," Vim: wrote.

represented the views of a moderate
protestant fundamentalism.
Editors assumed that "God is in
history, working, giving signs, guid
ing, guarding. reproaching and loving
his people," Vinz wrote.
"The editors and writers of The
King's Busi1wss were observers,

watching events of the world, inter
preting the cosmic significancr- of

DISE STATE

Christ is the Ansu·er is a monthly

pamphlet expressing the views of
Kingdom Identity, a survivalist group
founded by Clyde Edminster, who
with his family, has edited the publi
cation since 1967 at their forested
enclave a few miles east of Rainier,
Wash.
Vinz interviewed him there last

......

BSU tapped six more for Its Athletic Hall of Fame on Nov. 5. New inductees Included,
from left, Kurt Fllsher, track; Dr. Dick Nelson, football; Elaine Elliott, basketball and
field hockey; Bill Pederson, wrestling; Bud Johnson, wrestling; and Dr. Richard
Gardner, team physician.

these events in light of their reading

year to discuss the beliefs of the

of the Bible. They interpreted facts of

group and wrote in his review, "The

the United States as a reenactment of

history as confirming the teaching of

dominant theme of Christ is the

the story of the children of ancient

God's Word," he said.

Answer is that the United States is

Israel in Egypt, Vinz said.

Among the domestic issues of con

the New Israel, its experience paral

In Edminster's view, Vinz said,

cern to the King's Business editors,

leling that of ancient Israel so closc:ly

"Because of these plagues, conditions

he said "-was the belief that com

that the records and prophesies of

will worsen until 1986 when the

munism had infiltrated the fabric of

both testaments of the Bible consti

world situation will be characterized

American life," and specific evidence
of communistic meddling was "the

tute a record of the American past

hy lawlessness, anarchy, and stan·a

and the program of its inevitable

tion, all kept in control hy a huge:

push for school desegregation, sex

future."

military police and the firing squad.

education and the social gospel.

Edminster interprets the history of

World planners will realize they were

Scheer photo

wrong to think they could control
human nature through electronic
computer devices."
Eventually, Edminster believes that
both Red China and Russia will
invade America, the: site of Armaged
don, Vinz said.
While: Vinz sees Edminster and his
Kingdom Identity as survivalists. he
writes. "They arc not of the varict)'
that would gun down those: who
might need their aid in time of crisis.
Moreover. his survivalism is cxprescd

study in Avignon, Cologne, London,

Dr. Fdix Heap, BSU associate pro

and for the first time this year,

fessor of Art, will travel to Guadala
jara, Mexico, this spring to teach for
the Studies Abroad Program.
He: is the second BSU teacher to be

Deadline for the European sites is

during the January-March winter

Jan.6 and for the Guadalajara courses
is Feb. 15.

quarter (sec: FOCUS, May, 1983 ).
Heap will teach a course on the:

Heap's research has already taken

origins of Mexican Indian art, "The

him to the Far East this year, where

Essence: of Mexico: Guadalajara in Art

he took a two-month trip to Japan to

and Architecture:," and a class explor

study Japanese art and history for a

ing the Guadalajara missions.

special topics course which he plans

"Guadalajara is an ideal place to

to teach next year here:.

study Mexican Indian development,"

That class surveys Japanese art

Heap said. explaining that the: city

from pre-historic times until it

lies between the east whee: great

became westernized beginning with

ancient civilizations began to evolve:
where art styles have: scarcely
changed t<>r many centuries.
Guadalajara \\as founded in 1530.

!
j

Felix Heap

the Mciji period in the 1 860's.
"I've always been interested in
oriental art and orient.tl p!lilosophy,

Univc:rsit)' of Minnesota.
Before coming to Boise: State he

which resembles European medieval
mysticism," he said.

and Heap says its history illustrates

taught at several schools and univer

how Indian ideas arc: revealed in

sities including North Texas State,

Christian religious practices and in

the llniversit)' of Utah, and Eisen

"invaluable" rail pass, Heap searched

Renaissance:, Baroque: and later

hower College.
In 1971 he received a three-month

five years of the "Age of Women,"

grant ti.>r research in Mexico City and

called the Gempc:i War ( 1180- 1 185

tion in the powerful revolutionary

has previously taken two student

a.d.).

frescoes by the: Mexican painter

groups to visit archaeological sites in

Orozco in the cit). he said.

the Yucatan.
Vinz and Heap are the third and

\

t
t

in chemistry

forth, (208) 385-3652 or 362- 1 050.

history courses at Cologne, Germany

and the western ancient village sites

Computer aids

spring semester courses in the Stud
phone coordinator Glenna Craw

year. Dr. Warren Vinz will conduct

�.:olonial art stylc:s there.
All of these elements come: to frui

Art. architc:1.:turc:. literature and

Travc:ling through Japan with an
out historical sites and art of the la.<;t

"The cultural ideas of Japan are so
vast that I limited my research to one
aspect of one period," Heap said.
This Hcian (heavenly tranquility)

philosophical views of the: Francis

fourth BSt professors to participate

cans and other missionaries. and the:

in Studies Abroad since Boise State

Period was far from being as peaceful

Indians will also be: included in the

joined the program in 1 97"'. In 1980

as its name would imply, he said.

interdisciplinary �tudy, Heap said.

former German professor Penny

During it the: Genji clan annihilated

Schoonover taught in Cologne and in

the ruling Hciki during a sea battle

''We will try to recreate the: mis
sion ,.,·orld of those: days. and to

1 98 1 history• professor Charles Odahl

where the seven-year-old emperor

rc:Ih·c: the: missionaries' thoughts and

was an instructor in Avignon, France.

Antoku was drowned and the impe

feelings." Heap said.
Heap has earned a master of arts

The: program is administered hy
the Northwest Interinstitutional

entrepreneurs in American societ)."

Guadalajara.
Persons interested in applying for
ies Abroad program should tele

selected to teach in the program this

in a �oncc:m o\·er the: massin· poilu·
tion of nature caused hy greedy

rial regalia lost.
Heap's itinerary included visiting

For years. Ellis Peterson has been
teaching general chemistry· students
about atomic structure and bonding
with the: usc of colored, eliptical sty
rofoam models on sticks and wooden
blocks with holes for the sticks.
But next summer or fall, he'll take
the exercise from the classroom to
the lab via computer center.
Peterson, a professor in the Chem
istry Department, is working on a
computer program that students can
usc to "draw" the molecule shapes
on the screen. Atomic structure is
the fashion in which tlectrons move
around the nucleus. Bonding is the
process of atoms sticking to one
another to form molecules of various
geometric shape: and size.
He's hoping his students will learn
more through the new exercise.
While they're able to see the shapes
and sizes as he lectures with his
styrofoam models, it's difficult for
them to make comparisons.
"Talking about a three-dimensional
system on a two-dimensional black
board" isn't necessarily the best way
to get across the information, he says.
Besides. "it's one thing for me to get
up and talk to students. It's another
for them to play around with it."
Although he's seen computer
programs on atomic structure, they
don't as yet use the graphics to fully
explain it. He's still experimenting

degree: in art from the University of

Coundl on Study Abroad, a consor

graves and battle: sites of the period

with the program, but "the chances

Notre Dame, and master's degrees in

tium of eleven universities from

art history and philosophy as well a.s

Washington, Oregon, Montana and

and nearby commemorative shrines
and temples rich in art and

hope to have a working program

a Ph.D. degree: in art history from the

Idaho which sponsor liberal arts

memorabilia.
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of success really are pretty good. I
spring semester. That doesn't mean
there won't be bugs to work out."

- ..

.

,: _.. ;,.-.. ...

Support slipping
Idaho spends less on high�er ed.

Idaho has slipped a few notches

Two year change in state appropriations·

down the scale of support for higher
education, accoruing to figures
released this month hy the Chronicle
of Higher Education.
Idaho ranks 43rd among states in
the percentage increase of
appropriations for higher education
over the last two years. Similar
figures last year had Idaho in 37th
place.
State appropriations for Idaho's
four institutions of higher education
rose six perceatt between fiscal years
1982-8-i, compared to a national
average of 12 per<:ent.
When the two-year increases are
adjusted for inflation, however, Idaho
actually lost three percent in buying
power, while the national average
was a gain of two percent. Sixteen

D
� less than Idaho

More than Idaho

states suffered a decline in real
support after inflation was figured in
the budget increases.
States that trail Idaho in nvo-year
increases arc South Dakota ( -7
per(t:nt ), California (

-S

percent).

North Dakota ( no increast.'), New

17% C>

Hampshire, Indiana, and West
Virginia ( 4 percent), and Michigan

(S

'"

percent).

Reprinted from the Chronicle of Higher Education

TI1e State whkh supported higher
education the most over the two year

Boise State's budget rank

period was Montana, with an
increase of 24 pern:nt. Others were
Massachusetts and Alaska ( 23
percent), Wyoming ( 22 percent),
and Colorado, Texas, Oklahoma, and
Ohio( 20 percent).
Idaho abo ranks 'l2nu in total state

schools in the region. But how docs BSU fare in the battle of the budget hook?
These statistics printed in the Oct. 26 issue of the Chronicle of Higher
Education offer some comparisons of BSU to surrounding states.

s101,007,000.

Big Sky Conference schools
(Fiscal

1984

appropriations per S I 000 of personal
category the state ranks 22nd in the
nation.
Idahoans spend an average of
110.94 per 51,000 income on higher
education, compared with a national
average ofS10.45. Alaska residents
spend the most ( 120.85 per S1,000)

state appropriations In
millions)

Idaho docs rank higher in
income, the Chronicle said. In that

University of Idaho

S41.0

University of Washington

Employer Dirc:cwry," which irl<:ludc.:s
$337.0
200.0

University of Wyoming

143.S
88.7

Montana Slate

41.0

t•niversity of l.Jtah

Nonhero Arizona

37.9

Nonh Dakota State

81.2

Nevada-Reno

33.2

Univ. of Nonh Dakota

78.5

l'niversity of Montana

27.0

Oregon Slate

64.4

Weber State

23.5

Univ. Ala<;ka-Fairl>anks

59.8

Boise State

20.7

l'niversity of Oregon

57.6

Idaho State

18.8

Western Washington

56.8

Eastern Washington

55.9

Central Washington

48.0

Utah State

45.0

Portland State

26.9

Evergreen State

25.3

Nevada-Las Vegas

20.8

Boise State

20.7

SI,OOO).

Based on population figures,
Idahoans spend an average of

S103.60 annually to

BSlJ's Career Planning and Place
fourth edition of the "Grt.-atcr Boise.:

Other Schools

Washington State

while New Hampshire citizens spend
the least (S2.93 per

directory out
mmt Oftlc.:c ha.'i just rclca.o;cd thc

dollars spent on higher education for
fiscal year 1 984 with a budget of

Job finding

Boise State has always done well on the athletic fields against comparable

support colleges

and universities. That puts the state
in 28th place in the appropriations

125 more potc:ntial employer; than
last year's guide:.
The: dirc:ctory is a practkal guide:
to employers, rt.-sumt.-s, intt.-nicw and
job-hunting stratq.,ry. It sells for S10
for the: gc:neral public and

SS

for

those rc:gistc:red with the: placemc:nt
office.
Employer listings include: the
address and telephone numhcr of the:
firm, the: name of a contact person.
the type of business, carec:r spt:cial
tics and the kinds of applications
accepted. They abo mention whethc:r
or not employc:c:s might he: expected
to relot.·atc:, "one: of the hits of infor
mation people: arc especially inter
ested in," said Richard Rapp. place

per capita category. The national

mc:nt office director.

average isS 115.29.

Greg Raymond studies German politics
(Continued from page

1 0)

their citizens want to travel across

belongs. Morc:ovc:r, what evidence

Eastern European states as puppets.

the border. They want to see theic

we do possess is puzzling," he said.

from 1955 when the states of East

We may have to change the way we

relatives in East Germany," he said.

and West Germany were formed,

have analyzed German states as

when West Germany was rearmed

satellites of the U.S.S.R. Recent

generally divide explanation of

test hypotheses about relationships

and when the East Germans signed

analysis of other satellite states,

foreign polk]' behavior into two

between bloc structure and foreign

their treaty with the Soviet Union.

polk]' behavior. and he hopes that

Raymond's study covers the years

"It is completely wrong to see the

Students of international relations

Raymond said that very few
statistical tests have been made to

Rumania, Poland and Hungary has

broad classes, those which place

Preliminary results of the research

shown that tht.1' have become much

primary emphasis on internal factors

the results of this project will make a

indicate that East Germany conforms

more independent than in the past,"

and those which emphasize the

contribution to the field of

"\\ith SO\ict polky in periods of high

he said.

importance of external factors,

international relations.

tension such a.s the 1962
construction of the Berlin Wall and

There is a certain amount of
cooperation between East Germany

Raymond said in his research
proposal.

Raymond previously has conducted
resear<:h on the spread of nuclear

the Berlin Note Crisis in 1959-60

and West Germany indt:pendent of

when Khrushchev gave the NATO

what the Smiets are doing, Raymond

as the Warsaw Pact, heha\ior should

research on Soviet-U.S. alliance

powers six months to pull out of

said.

closely conform to alliance leaders'

politics. He has published numerous

In very centrallized alliances such

weapons, and has completed other

He cited the funds that West

behavior, but in a pluralistic alliance

monographs and journal articles, and

Germany has pumped into two

like NATO, political beha,ior should

has presented papers about his

period of detente with those tensions

separately run Berlin subway systems,

conform less closely, he said.

relaxing, cooperation between the

one of which connects the two

two states seems to have developed

Berlins.

Germany.
"It seems by the time we get to the

independently of Soviet Union
policy," Raymond said.

"West Germans are really paying a
subsidy to keep that running because

Howt.-ver, "Little R"J'roducihle

research to professional conferences
including the International Studies

evidence exists on whether foreign

Association, the International Peace

polk]' behavior is affected hy the

Science Society, and the Western

kind of alliance to which a state

Association for German Studies.
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You are a reporter ...
We have appointed you as a reporter for FOCUS. Please send us news of yourself,
your brothers. sisters, cousins, aunts, uncles, children, parents, friends- anyone
who evc.:r attended Boise State University. And, at the same time, include their cur
ren,t addresses. Many thanks for covering this very special "beat" for FOCUS. Send
to FOCCS, Alumni Office, Boise State University, Boise, Idaho 83725.

Name
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· -------------------------------------Address _
City, State, Zip

Year Graduated

M�jor

__
_______________________________
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